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Scope of this report
All business activities of Fujikura Kasei and the Fujikura Kasei Group

Period covered by this report
April 1, 2021 ‒ March 31, 2022 in principle
*Includes, in part, information on ongoing initiatives, special notes, etc.
that fall outside the specified period.

Reference guidelines
ISO26000 (International Organization for Standardization)
“Guidance on Social Responsibility”
Principles of the United Nations Global Compact

Editorial policy (regarding publication of this CSR Report)
This CSR Report has been published with the hope of deepening 
dialogue with stakeholders and contributing to their comprehensive 
evaluation of the corporate value of the Fujikura Kasei Group.
It has been edited under the basic policies of accountability and 
information disclosure concerning the initiatives undertaken by the 
Group toward fulfilling its social responsibility and solving social 
issues. 
In this year’s report, each section includes information on the 
business activities of both Fujikura Kasei and the companies of the 
Fujikura Kasei Group to create a sense of oneness. 

Contents

A c t i o n  g u i d e l i n e

We share the joy of creation by joining our hands together with all associates.

We make efforts to be a challenger all the time without fear of failure.

We aim to be a reliable company by facing customers with sincerity.

We pursue the realization of comfort through commitment and compassion.

We are committed to safe and secure manufacturing with compliance to
the applicable laws and observance to their spirit.

Ma n a g em e n t  p h i l o s o p h y

Taking on Challenges 
and Working Together
Providing the value our customers need
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Fujikura Kasei Co., Ltd.
President

Daisuke Kato

■Our thoughts behind our management 
　philosophy and its relevance to 
　CSR activities

In April 2016, we changed our management philosophy from 
“Create coating materials for concerned human beings who 
co-exist with the earth” to “Taking on challenges and working 
together̶Providing the value our customers need.”
We have disseminated this new philosophy across the 
company from time to time on various occasions. Therefore, I 
am certain that today, all of our employees daily engage in 
their duties toward realizing this philosophy. As an opening to 
this report, I wish to talk briefly about our management 
philosophy.
Companies cannot exist alone in society. They can only exist 
within a network of stakeholders and many other parties 
concerned. Meanwhile, society is full of issues that must be 
solved and not left to the next generation, as indicated by the 
SDGs.
Social issues are generally large-scale and not something a 
s ingle company can solve alone. Countr ies,  regions,  
companies, and people must all cooperate in addressing them 
to the extent possible by leveraging their knowledge and 
specialized capabilities in their respective fields. Only then can 
we pass the baton on to the next generation in ideal state.
This thought is condensed in the first half of our management 
philosophy, “Taking on challenges and working together.” It is 
also precisely the thought that underlies our CSR activities.

In fiscal 2021, our Group sales totaled 48.214 billion yen 
(down 2.6% from the previous fiscal year) and ordinary profit 
amounted to 1.449 billion yen (down 23.6% from the 
previous year). This decrease in both sales and profit can be 
attributed to several external factors, such as the stagnation 
of economic activities accompanying the spread of the 
mutated virus, the declining production of automobiles due 
to a shortage of semiconductors, and the surge in prices of 
raw materials. This has awakened us to the urgent need to 
create a strong business foundation that is affected little by 
external factors.
As part of this line of thought, we opted to transfer to the 
Prime Market on occasion of the restructuring of the Tokyo 
Stock Exchange in April 2022. The Prime Market is oriented 
to companies that base their business on constructive 
dialogue with global investors. This means we must enhance 
our corporate value and gain recognition not only in Japan 
but also from the world.
In 2000, we established a comprehensive three-way global 

alliance with Red Spot Paint & Varnish Co., Inc. in America 
and Fujichem Sonneborn Ltd. in the U.K. to provide uniform 
products, services, technologies, and quality to the world’s 
markets. Concerted efforts have also been made to enhance 
safety operations via the alliance. However, to engage in 
dialogue with global investors, we must globalize not only 
products but also corporate activities on an even wider 
scale. This requires efforts in the compliance field, which 
includes human r ights and fair - trade pract ices and 
well-balanced responses to risk management and CSR in 
general.
Furthermore, the Prime Market calls for an even stricter 
corporate governance code from companies listed in this 
category. Fujikura Kasei is not yet in compliance with all 
criteria of the Prime Market. We are explaining our situation 
with regard to a number of criteria, but we shall take 
prompt action to realize full compliance hereafter, such as 
via a report of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD).

E SG  ( e n v i r o nmen t ,  s o c i e t y ,  g o v e r n a n c e )  i s  a n  
investor-or iented CSR term. Al l  three elements are 
undoubtedly essential to business, but environmental 
initiatives are especially so, as Fujikura Kasei and its Group 
companies engage in manufacturing businesses based on 
chemistry. Initiatives for business decarbonization and 
reduction of greenhouse gases are particularly of serious 
concern to many stakeholders, so we shall endeavor to 
actively address them in response to social expectations. 
More specifically, we will aim to reduce Scope 1 and 2 
greenhouse gas emissions by 41% by 2030 compared to 
fiscal 2013.
With regard to Scope 3, we will advance our calculation of 
emissions and use the information we obtain to strengthen 
our business strategies.
We will also contribute to a circular economy by using our 
unique technologies upon gaining a full grasp of the role 
that  soc iety expects  of  our  coat ing mater ia ls  and 
architectural coatings.
Given the marked changes that are occurring in modern 
society, however, we need to shift our direction toward the 
next step of CSR activities. I see CSR as having two aspects: 
“protective CSR” and “active CSR.” We have created the 
foundation of “protective CSR” through the past three years 
of CSR activities and have achieved our initial target.
Our next step is to achieve “active CSR.” In other words, it 
is time to realize the goal of fulfilling our CSR through our 
main businesses. This corresponds to the concept of 
“c r ea t i n g  s ha r ed  v a l u e” (CSV ) ,  a nd  one  o f  t h e  
manifestations of creating shared value is the SDGs. Society 
is confronted by various issues, but by examining these 
issues from the perspectives of our company’s reason for 
existence and society’s expectation of our company, and 
by creating products that lead to solutions and contribute 
to society and growing together with society, I believe we 
can ultimately achieve a sustainable business.
We are presently working on specific targets for the 11th 
medium-term management plan that is slated to be 
launched in fiscal 2023.

■CSR activities that we will be 
　actively addressing

Fujikura Kasei has acquired various certifications, beginning 
with ISO9001 for quality management systems in 1999, 
fol lowed by ISO14001 (environment) in 2000, and 
BS-OHSAS18001 (occupational health and safety, later 
replaced by ISO45001) in 2004, and still maintain these 
statuses today. At the same time, however, we are also 
promoting management activities based on systems we 
have estab l i shed such as  for  chemica l  substance 
management and business continuity plans, as sought by our 
clients and society.
Based on the foundation of the above initiatives, we 
commenced CSR activities on a full scale in 2019 and have 
reported the results in the form of a CSR Report from 2020. 
We can thus say that we are making steady progress in our 
CSR activities.

■CSR activities that lead to 
　sustainable management

The unknown COVID virus that began to rage in the latter 
half of 2019 has claimed many lives worldwide. However, by 
leveraging human wisdom, we have moved into the third 
year of the pandemic while gradually returning to our 
previous lifestyles̶though not with “zero Covid” but “with 
Covid.” 
At around the same time, however, in February 2022, the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine occurred. Many lives are being 
lost, buildings destroyed, and the problem of refugees and 
resources is rearing its head. The conflict is liable to set 
back the needed momentum at a time when the world must 
act as one to address the SDGs and the climate change 
issue in order not to pass down a negative legacy to our 
future generations.
Even amid such social circumstances, we will continue to 
stand firm in our commitment to steadily do whatever we 
can at this moment for the future of society.
This CSR Report may have its inadequacies and deficiencies, 
but we appreciate your continued support as we daily strive 
to enhance our activities.

■Strong commitment unaffected by 
　social circumstances

■Our future vision

Let us turn once again to our management philosophy. 
The second ha l f  s ta tes ,  “Prov id ing  the  va lue  our  
customers need.”
Our company has accumulated an 84-year history since 
1938 by playing a part in contributing to society through 
the development of products sought by our corporate 
clients.
However, when we consider the sustainable growth we 
must achieve hereafter, we cannot afford to remain as we 
are. We must focus on developing products with a 
conscious of customers who exist beyond our corporate 
clients. Our aim is to be a company capable of developing 
products that contribute to social development and to 
solving social issues in the true sense of the word in 
cooperat ion  wi th  our  corporate  c l ients  f rom the  
customers’ standpoint. This is embodied in the phrase 
“Providing the value our customers need.”

■Business overview and our decision 
　to transfer to the Prime Market

TOP MESSAGE

TO
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We will respond to changes in the business 
environment and contribute to solving 
problems confronting society.
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Fujikura Kasei Group

Overview of the Fujikura Kasei Group
Group Companies in Japan

Group Companies Overseas

Fujikura Kasei Co., Ltd.

Group Company Network

Nihonbashi Horidomecho First 5F, 1-2-10 
Nihonbashi Horidomecho, Chuo-ku, 
Tokyo

【Main business】
Sales and construction management of 
architectural coatings

6. Fujichemi Tokyo Co., Ltd.

Nichirei Tenmabashi Bldg. 1F, 1-3-21 
Tenma, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka

7. Fujichemi Kinki Co., Ltd.

NBF Higashi Ginza Square 7F, 
1-13-14 Tsukiji, Chuo-ku, Tokyo

9. Tohkoh Jushi Co., Ltd

Fujikura Kasei Co., Ltd.

6-15, Shibakoen 2-chome, 
Minato-ku, Tokyo
105-0011

【Main businesses】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics

1. Head Office

10. Red Spot Paint & Varnish 
 Co., Inc.

11. Fujichem Sonneborn Ltd. 16. PT. Fujikura Kasei Indonesia

Sakaecho 12-1, Sano-shi, 
Tochigi 
327-0816

2. Sano Plant

13-1, Sakurada, 5-chome, 
Kuki-shi, Saitama
340-0203

3. R&D Center

Sanbanwarinaka 3-banchi, 
Nawa-machi, Tokai-shi, 
Aichi 476-0002

4. Nagoya Branch

1205,Takayanagi,Kuki-shi,
Saitama
349-1125

5. Kuki Logistics 
 Center

1107 East Louisiana St., Evansville, 
Indiana 47711 U.S.A.

No.177 Yingong Road, Fengxian district, 
Shanghai 201417, China

【Main business】
Development, manufacture and sales of 
coatings for plastics

2-3-10 Aratsu, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi, 
Fukuoka

【Main business】
Manufacture, sales and construction 
management of architectural coatings

8. Fuji Chemical Co., Ltd.

【Main business】
Manufacture, sales and construction 
management of architectural coatings; 
manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics; sales of electroconductive 
coatings and polymers/resins

【Main business】
Sales of raw materials for synthetic 
resins; sales of processed items

10
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1,2,3,4,5
Group Companies in Japan

6,7,8,9
【Main business】
Development, manufacture and sales of 
coatings for plastics

15. Fujikura Kasei (Thailand) 
 Co., Ltd.
88/69 Asia Industrial Estate 
Suvarnabhumi (AIES) Moo 4, Khlongsuan, 
Bangbo, Samutprakarn 10560 Thailand
【Main business】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics; sales of architectural coatings 
and electroconductive coatings

12. Shanghai Fujikura Kasei 
 Coating Co., Ltd.

Jaxa Industrial Finishes 91-95 Peregrine 
Road, Hainault, Ilford Essex, IG6 3XH 
England

【Main businesses】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics

Room No. E317/318 (Second Region) 
JiaXin City Plaza, Xingshun Road, 
Daliang Town, Shunde District, Foshan 
City, Guangdong Province, China 528300

13. Fujikura Kasei (Foshan) 
 Coating Co., Ltd.

【Main businesses】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics

Room2706, Teda Central Hotel,
No.16, 3rd Avenue, Teda, Tianjin, 
China 300457

14. Fujikura Kasei Coating
 (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

Kawasan Industri Jatake, Jl. Industri 3, 
Blok AC No. 6B, Bunder, Cikupa, 
Tangerang, Banten, Indonesia 15710

【Main business】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics

17. Fujikura Kasei Vietnam
 Co., Ltd.
Plot 13.1, Road no.10, Cam Dien-Luong 
Dien Industrial Park,
Luong Dien Commune, Cam Giang 
District, Hai Duong Province, Vietnam
【Main business】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics

18. Fujikura Kasei Malaysia 
 Sdn. Bhd.
No.2, Jalan Palam 34/18A, Taman 
Perindustrian Pak Chun, 40470 Shah 
Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
【Main business】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics

19. Fujikura Kasei Coating India 
 Private Ltd.
Plot No. 201-202, 225-226, Sector-9, 
Phase-3, IMT-BAWAL, 123501, Haryana, 
India
【Main business】
Manufacture and sales of coatings for 
plastics

【Main businesses】
Manufacture of coatings for 
plastics, architectural coatings, 
conductive coatings, functional 
polymers/polymers and resins, 
delivery management

【Main businesses】
Business management, 
sales

【Main businesses】
Color matching of coatings for 
plastics, delivery management

【Main businesses】
Color matching and sales of 
coatings for plastics, delivery 
management

【Main businesses】
Development of 
technologies and products

The Fujikura Kasei Group works with fellow companies around the world. Our laws, customs and 
ways of thinking vary by country or region, but we share the same CSR vision. We have just begun 
to implement CSR activities as a Group, so there are differences in the level of activities according 
to the history and scale of CSR activities that have so far been implemented respectively by each 
Group company, but we will strive to raise the CSR level of our Group as a whole and deliver even 
more substantial reports of our activities. 

O
verview

 of the 
Fujikura Kasei Group



In the timeline, blue words 
indicate products, ❶ their 
a p p l i c a t i o n s ,  ❷  t h e i r  
d e v e l o pmen t  p u r po s e
(improvement points, etc.), 
and ❸ social issues we have 
contributed to.
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Architectural
coatings 
business

1943-
Acrylic coatings (for architecture and 
roofing tiles) were developed from 
coa t ings  fo r  a i r c ra f t  t ha t  were  
manufactured at the t ime of the 
company’s founding. This became 
the cornerstone of the architectural 
coatings business that was launched 
in the 1950s.

Since our founding in 1938, we have embarked on innovative technological developments as a chemical manufacturer. We 
have rolled out value-added products based on our basic technologies of formulation and polymerization and have 
expanded our business realm in response to the needs and expectations of the times and society. In recent years, our active 
efforts to promote “social contribution through our businesses” have crystallized in the form of technologies and products 
that reduce CO₂, minimize environmental burdens, and keep people healthy. They have also led to solutions to social issues. 
Below we introduce our history of more than 80 years.

History of its products and technologies and 
our contribution to society

Company profile

・World War II
・Post-war state of desolation
・Commencement of moves toward 
reconstruction
・Special procurement demand from 
the Korean War

1940s-50s
・Period of rapid growth
・Economic expansion based on social 
infrastructure development
・Accelerat ion of  in f rast ructure 
development toward the Tokyo 
Olympics

1960s
・Improvement of the degree of l ife 
satisfaction owing to the popularization 
of home appliances
・Second baby boom
・Social advancement of women

1970s
・Drastic rise of land and stock prices
・Economic circulation by investments and 
purchase of high-price items
・Widening of economic disparities

1980s 1990s
Continued on 
the next page

Coatings
for

aircraft （for architecture 
and roofing tiles）

Acrylic
coatings

Acrybase  was  deve loped f rom 
m e t h a c r y l i c  e s t e r  t h a t  w a s  
manufactured at the time of the 
company’s founding. This became 
the cornerstone of the functional 
polymers/polymers & resins business 
that was launched in 1946.

Methacrylic
ester Acrybase

These were key products at the time 
of founding of the company as the 
first acrylic resins manufacturer in 
Japan. The company engaged in 
processes from the manufacture of 
M M A  m o n o m e r s  t o  t h e i r  
polymer izat ion and mold ing .  I t  
initially catered to munitions demand, 
but switched to responding to civil 
demand after the war and came to 
manufacture acrylic resin plates and 
molding materials. It withdrew from 
this business in the 1960s.

O r i g i n a t e d  i n  a  j o i n t  
development project with 
the Electric Communication 
Labo ra to r y  o f  N ippon  
Telegraph and Telephone 
Public Corporation (now 
NTT)

The fine particle synthesis technology 
cultivated by the functional polymers/  
polymers & resins business was applied to 
the medical field.

Windshields and
methacrylic resins
for aircraft

Coatings for plastics
❶ Automotive interior and 
exterior components

❷ Design, increased durability
❸ Automotive weight reduction
 (improved fuel efficiency)

Hard coatings
❶ Headlights (outer surface)
❷ Protection of materials
❸ Increased durability

Acrylic syrup
❶ Denture base
❷ Strength
❸ Solution to shortage of metals

Copy resins
❶ Copy machines
❷ Low-temperature fixability, 
offsetting properties

❸ Enhancement of social 
infrastructure

Adhesives
❶ Tapes
❷ Adhesive strength
❸ Resource conservation and 
process savings

Lacquer
❶ CRTs
❷ Protection
❸ Enhancement of social 
infrastructure

Roll films
❶ Moisture-proof materials
❷ Moisture resistance
❸ Enhancement of lifestyle 
infrastructure

Formal coatings
❶ Enameled wire coverings
❷ Insulation
❸ Post-war reconstruction

UV coatings
❶ Sectors that use plastics
❷ Short processing times
❸ Energy conservation

Coatings for 
non-adhesive plastics
❶ PP materials in general
❷ Improved coating adhesion
❸ Plastic recycling

Super-matte, high-texture
coatings
❶ Home appliances
❷ Anti-reflection, enhanced touch
❸ Diversification of plastics

Acrylic lacquer coatings
❶ Residential exterior walls and 
roofing tiles

❷ Increased durability
❸ Social infrastructure development

Coatings for glass
❶ Cosmetics containers
❷ Adhesion to glass
❸ Recycling of glass containers

×

▶

Coatings 
for 
plastics 
business

1972-

Medical 
materials 
area

1990-

Coatings for thin 
film deposition
❶ Reflectors
❷ Replacement for 
 platings and metals
❸ Reduction of hazardous 
 substances, 
 resource conservation

Coatings for agricultural
vinyl greenhouses
❶ Films for agricultural vinyl 
greenhouses

❷ Adhesion to PVC materials
❸ Increased durability of agricultural 
vinyl greenhouses

Two-component acrylic
urethane coatings
❶ High-rise buildings
❷ Application to architectural elements
❸ Social infrastructure
 (verticalization of buildings)

Water-based multicolor
coatings for interiors
❶ Interior decor of general houses
❷ Creation of multicolor 
patterns with one coating

❸ Resource conservation

Single-layer elastic
coatings
❶ Exterior walls of general houses
❷ Prevention of coating cracks  
(fissures)

❸ Resource conservation thanks to  
increased durability

Suede-touch
coatings
❶ Architectural elements
❷ Soft feel
❸ Enhanced texture of materials

Joint fillers for dry
construction 
❶ Exterior wall joints
❷ Strong joints
❸ Shorter construction periods via 
line processing

Multi-layer elastic
coatings
❶ Concrete exteriors
❷ Improved contamination 
resistance

❸ Enhancement of 
architectural aesthetics

Conductive resins
❶ Plastic substrates
❷ Low-temperature curing, 
domestic production

❸ Weight reduction of 
substrates, stable supply

Membrane switches
❶ Home appliances
❷ Flat switches
❸ Development of thin products

Epoxy resin
adhesivess
❶ Crystal oscillators
❷ Alternative to soldering
❸ Reduction of harmful 
substances

Historical 
background

・Occurrence of the Marco Polo Bridge 
Incident in the previous year
・Development of the Sino-Japanese War 
into World War II
・Lack of metals and daily necessities behind 
the expansion of the munitions industry

1938Founding
period

Electronics
materials
business

1957-

Functional 
polymers/
polymers & 
resins 
business

1946-

Com
pany 

profile
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CO₂

CO₂

Absorption

Biomass
Harvesting

Photosynthesis

Disposal

Incineration

Biomass paints

Reduced CO₂ emissions and use of petroleum resources

Carbon
Neutrality

CO₂CO₂

・Collapse of the bubble economy
・Increase in the unemployment rate
・Social unrest (Great Hanshin-Awaji 
Earthquake, Tokyo subway sarin 
gas attack)

History of its products and technologies and 
our contribution to societyCompany profile

1990s
・MDGs, Kyoto Protocol
・Spate of corporate scandals
・Lehman Crisis

2000s

* See page 31 for current initiatives of each business 
division.

2020s-today The future of each 
business division

TBX-free coatings
❶ Automotive interior 
components

❷ Improved room environment
❸ Reduction of harmful 
substances

Water-based
coatings
❶ Automotive interior and 
exterior components

❷ Reduced environmental 
burden when applying 
coatings

❸ Reduction of 
environmentally harmful 
substances

Anti-fog coatings
❶ Inner surface of headlights
❷ Condensation prevention 
(enhanced visibility)

❸ Decrease of traffic 
accidents

Coatings for mobile
phones
❶ Mobile phone frames and buttons
❷ Design, increased durability
❸ Social infrastructure development

Metallic finish coatings
❶ Concrete exterior walls
❷ Metallic appearance
❸ Sense of luxury

High-durability 
coatings
for sidings
❶ Siding materials for 
general houses

❷ Material adaptability
❸ Creation of unique 
residential eatures

Renovation coatings
❶ Exterior walls of general houses
❷ Efficiency of onsite coating 
work

❸ Increased durability of buildings

Water-based metallic
finish coatings
❶ Interior and exterior decors of buildings
❷ Design, weather resistance
❸ Long life, enhancement of asset 
value

High-durability, 
water-based
multicolor coatings
❶ Exterior walls of general houses
❷ Long coating life
❸ Resource conservation

Resin charge control
agents
❶ Copy machines, printers
❷ Charge characteristics
❸ Reduction of harmful substances

Latex for diagnostic
pharmaceuticals
❶ Ingredient particles for 
diagnostic pharmaceuticals

❷ Uniform particles with high 
refractive indices

❸ Early detection of diseases 
based on improved 
detection performance

Block polymers
❶ Adhesives, films, etc.
❷ Resin elasticity and 
strength

❸ Quality enhancement 
of applied products

Organic particles
❶ Copy machines, printers, 
coatings, etc.

❷ Various features
❸ Environmental 
consideration

Urethane resins
❶ Inkjet binders
❷ Increased flexibility
❸ Environmental consideration

Biomass materials
❶ Adhesives
❷ CO₂ reduction
❸ Environmental consideration

Coatings
for 
plastics 
business

Architectural 
coatings 
business

Functional 
polymers/
polymers & 
resins 
business

Medical 
materials 
area

Electronics 
materials 
business

Continuation from previous page

Focus on products that
contribute to CO₂ reduction
and on functional coatings
・Expansion of the lineup of 
water-based coatings
・Proposals for curing temperatures 
and shortening curing times
・Development of biomass products
・Expansion of the lineup of 
functional products

・Market launch of biomass products
・Roll-out of UV adhesives

New synthesis technologies

Increased versatility of
reagents
・Continued development of 
reagent items
・Application to compact 
measuring instruments
・Application to markets in newly 
emerging countries

2010s
・Great East Japan Earthquake
・SDGs
・Climate change problem

・COVID-19 
・Russian invasion of Ukraine

Applications of latex
reagents
❶ Measurements using compact instruments
❷ Enhanced reagent versatility
❸ Dissemination of simple examinations

High-performance latex
❶ High-sensitivity diagnostic agents
❷ Fluorescent particles, magnetic 
particles

❸ Early detection and prevention of 
diseases thanks to improved 
detection sensitivity

Latex reagents
❶ Expanded applications of latex reagents
❷ Supply of OEM reagents to reagent 
manufacturers in Japan and overseas

❸ Dissemination of examinations in newly 
emerging countries

Silicon resin adhesives
❶ Crystal oscillators
❷ Surface mounting
❸ Increased product reliability

Silver through-holes
❶ Electronic boards
❷ Alternative to plating
❸ Reduction of harmful 
substances

Digital-compatible products
❶ Automobiles, consumer electronics
❷ Small, light, thin, short
❸ Increased reliability of control 
systems, enhanced convenience of 
social living

Coatings for plastics business

Continued development and sales 
promotion of products designed 
to reduce environmental burden
・Global warming countermeasure: 
Thermal barrier coatings, etc.
・Reduction of work processes: 
Basecoat/middle coat dual-use 
coatings, thin coatings, etc.
・Low VOC: Water-based metallic 
coatings, coatings for exterior 
materials, etc.

Architectural coatings business

Focus on environment-friendly 
products

・Application to organic particles
・Application to block polymers
・Application to the urethane market

Functional polymers/polymers & 
resins business

Medical materials area

Focus on the digital
electronics market
・Automotive electronics 
(automated driving, high 
reliability, dissemination of EVs)
・Communications (5G, infrastructure, 
metal-compatible magnetic shields)
・Development and sales promotion of 
wearable (healthcare, medical care, 
nursing care) eco-friendly products

Electronics materials business

Continued latex development
・High-quality latex reagents

Latex for diagnostic
pharmaceuticals
❶ Particles for diabetes test reagents
❷ Improved precision and simplicity
❸ Realization of high-volume 
processing of specimens

Environment-friendly
coatings
❶ Plastic parts
❷ Reduced/shortened work processes, 
thin coating films, aqueous 
properties

❸ Energy conservation (CO₂ emission 
reduction), resource conservation, 
reduction of environmentally harmful 
substances

Com
pany 

profile

In the timeline, blue words indicate products, ❶ their 
applications, ❷ their development purpose (improvement 
points, etc.), and ❸ social issues we have contributed to.

Historical 
background
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Since the industrial revolution, the mass consumption of fossil 
fuels, such as oil and coal, has led to large amounts of 
greenhouse gases like CO₂ being emitted into the atmosphere 
which has resulted in global warming. Climate change 
associated with global warming has given rise to concerns 
about all sorts of impacts on people’s lives and ecosystems, 
including more frequent natural disasters such as heavy rains 
and floods, food and water shortages, deadly heat waves, and 
outbreaks of infectious diseases.
To slow down the speed of climate change and transition 
to a low-carbon society, the Glasgow Climate Pact, agreed 
in COP 26 in 2021, stated that in order to limit the global 

temperature rise to 1.5°C, we must reduce CO₂ emissions by 
45% from 2010 levels by 2030 and become net zero by 
around 2050.
Recognizing that responding to climate change is an important 
corporate social responsibility, Fujikura Kasei is working to 
reduce its greenhouse gas emissions. Based on the Act on 
Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures, we have not 
only identified CO₂ emissions associated with our business 
act i v i t ies ,  but  a l so  es tab l i shed our  own long - te rm 
environmental targets, our Eco Vision, and made continuous 
efforts to efficiently use and reduce fuel and electricity, which 
we have also reported in our CSR report.

Understanding of Fujikura Kasei and climate change issues

The GHG Protocol, which is an international standard for 
calculating and reporting CO₂ and other greenhouse gas 
emissions, emphasizes not only greenhouse gas emissions 
(direct emissions) emitted by a single company but also 
emissions in the entire supply chain, from upstream to 
downstream,  (indirect emissions) and the calculations and 
reporting standards is established for this purpose (see Figure 
1). By understanding the overall picture of supply chain 
emissions (total emissions, emission ratio by emission source), 
it is possible to identify the targets that should be prioritized 
to reduce emissions, and to link this to the strategies of 
reducing environmental impact and business strategies in 
long-term basis. As well as calculating our own direct 
emissions, we have proceeded to calculate greenhouse gas 
emissions throughout the entire supply chain, taking the first 
step to understanding overall emissions for Fujikura Kasei.

Based on the results of calculating greenhouse gas 
emissions as a Company for the entire supply chain, we are 
also calculating data on greenhouse gas emissions in the life 
cycle flow of individual product in each business division. By 
understanding the emissions of individual product, we can 
look at ways to take more effective reduction measures. As 
well as reducing Scope 1 and 2 emissions by reviewing our 
manufacturing facilities and processes, we will also focus on 
Scope 3 emissions and will evaluate the change of raw 
materials having lower basic unit of emissions and the 
change of products formulation. For example, we will 

actively promote emissions reductions by shifting from 
solvent-borne paints to water-borne paints, studying the use 
of material recycling such as solvent recovery as well as the 
use of carbon recycle raw materials including biomass 
where CO₂ is regarded as a resource and improving the 
efficiency of our distribution.
We will also disclose emissions data (our carbon footprint) 
for our indivisual product to customers who use our products, 
aiming to work with our customers to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions throughout the entire supply chain.

Using calculation results to cut greenhouse gases

Fujikura Kasei creating new value through tackling climate change

We recognize that responding to climate change is a 
management issue. Companies listed on the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange’s Prime Market are required to disclose climate 
change-related risks and opportunities based on the 
international framework of the TCFD. Using the results of 
the greenhouse gas emissions in the entire supply chain that 
we have calculated to date, we are examining the risks and 
opportunities these have on our business by calculating and 
disclosing their impact on our finances.

As well as working to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in 
our products, we will contribute to cut greenhouse gases by 
having our products used in new technologies and new 
fields through initiatives with our customers. We view 
measures to tackle climate change as an opportunity to 
create innovative value, promote active research and 
development and innovation in our aim to realize a society 
that continues to develop sustainably.

Recognizing that responding to climate change is a 
management issue, Fujikura Kasei is not only working to 
understand its Scope 1 and 2 emissions but is also trying 
to assess its Scope 3 emissions. Fujikura Kasei has made 
every effort to calculate greenhouse gas emissions in the 

whole supply chain. As well as making disclosures in line 
with the international framework that is the TCFD, the 
Company is also helping to reduce its greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Addressing Climate Change as a Corporate Social Responsibility
Contributing to a Decarbonized Society

In addition to our previous understanding of Scope 1 and 2 
emissions, we established an internal SDGs Subcommittee and 
worked on calculating greenhouse gas emissions throughout 
the entire supply chain as a Company-wide project in order to 
understand the actual situation of our Scope 3 emissions.
We aggregate the amount of activity (the amount of raw 
materials purchased, and goods transported, etc.) in-house, 
and use the database of the Ministry of the Environment’s 
(MoE) Green Value Chain Platform and the Life Cycle 
Assessment Promotion Consortium’s IDEA database to 
multiply by corresponding emission unit values (see Table 1 
for calculation method). The scope of aggregation is based on 
non-consolidated Fujikura Kasei activities, calculated over four 
years from fiscal 2018 to fiscal 2021. The Scope 3 categories 
of 10. Processing of sold products, 11. Use of sold products, 

and 12. End-of-life treatment of sold products, are excluded 
from the calculation because most of our products are 
intermediate materials for industrial use, and because it is 
difficult to understand all situations due to the many varied 
applications and places the products are sold to.
As a chemicals manufacturer, we learned that Scope 3 
Category 1 emissions, mainly from purchased raw materials, 
account for more than 80% of our greenhouse gas emissions 
throughout the entire supply chain (see Figure 2). The raw 
materials we use are chiefly mined fossil resources, such as 
petroleum and minerals, which are natural capital. Then, after 
a number of different processes, such as refining, distillating 
and synthesising, the materials are transported to us by vessel 
or truck. These processes consume a lot of energy and result 
in a lot of greenhouse gas emissions.

Special
Feature

Corresponding
SDGs

Scope1

 Direct emissions

Scope2

 Energy-derived indirect emissions

Scope3 Category

 1. Purchased goods and services

 2. Capital goods

 3. Fuel and energy-related activities 
  not included in Scope 1 and 2

 4. Upstream transportation and distribution

 
 5. Waste generated in operations

 6. Business travel

 7. Employee commuting

 8. Upstream leased assets

 9. Downstream transportation and distribution

10. Processing of sold products 
11. Use of sold products 
12. End-of-life treatment of sold products

13. Downstream leased assets
14. Franchises
15. Investments

Amount of fuel purchased × basic unit

Amount of electricity purchased × basic unit

Amount of raw material purchased × basic unit from IDEA ver.3.1, ver.3.2

Amount of capital investment × MoE's database for chemical products

Amount of fuel purchased × basic unit from MoE database
Amount of electricity purchased × basic unit from MoE database

MoE database transportation ton/km method, procurement, 
conveyance, goods distribution arranged by us as shipper

Amount and type of waste × basic unit from MoE database

Number of employees × basic unit from MoE database

Number of employees × basic unit from MoE database for the city 
classification for each office

None

MoE database transportation ton/km method, goods distribution 
arranged by customer as shipper

Not included in calculation this time 
Not included in calculation this time 
Not included in calculation this time 

None
None
None

Supply
chain
emissions

Scope 1
emissions= + +

Scope3

Scope3

Scope1 Scope2

11. Use of sold 
 products

1. Raw 
 materials

Combustion 
of fuels

Use of 
electricity

12. End-of-life treatment 
 of sold products

Other categories: 9. Transportation and distribution, 
10. Processing of sold products, 13. Leased assets, 14. Franchises, 15. Investments

Other categories: 2. Capital goods, 3. Fuel and energy-related activities not 
included in Scope 1 and 2, 5. Waste, 6. Business travel, and 8. Leased assets

Figure 2. CO₂ emissions throughout 
 our supply chain

Figure 1. Calculation and reporting standards for 
 greenhouse gases in the supply chain

Lifecycle flow example

CO₂ emissions 
[t-CO₂/year]

Category and calculation method

IDEA is a Life Cycle Inventory database developed to simulate environmental 
impacts of all Japanese businesses based on national statistics.

Table 1. Greenhouse gas calculation method for the entire supply chain

■Scope1　■Scope2 　■Scope3 Category1
■Scope3 Category2～15

Calculating and understanding greenhouse gases throughout the supply chain

Understanding the actual situation of Scope 3 emissions

Scope 2
emissions

Scope 3
emissions

Downstream

Fujikura Kasei

Upstream

4. Transportation
 and
 distribution

7. Employee 
 commuting

1,339
4,170

50,704

0

 50,963 

1,132
3,803

 50,099 

1,393
4,046

 55,795  4,815  6,156 
  3,943 

  6,985 

1,300
3,656

70,000

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

FY2021FY2020FY2019FY2018

Resource
mining
Petroleum / 
Plants

Raw material
Monomers / 
Resin / 
Solvents / 
Water

Power
Electricity / 
Gas

Transport / 
Packing / 
Storage

Power
Electricity / Gas

Transport / 
Packing / 
Storage

Resin manufacturing
Varnish / Emulsion

Paint 
manufacturing

Pigments
Coloring / Extender / 
Antirust pigments

Additives

Manufacturing 
loss
Waste plastic / 
Waste landfill / 
Waste water

Manufacturing 
loss
Waste plastic / 
Waste landfill / 
Waste water

Paint Canning process

Containers
Weight

Power
Electricity

Manufacturing 
loss
Waste plastic / 
Waste landfill / 
Waste water

Special
Feature
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We joined society as a company that designs, manufactures, 
and sells chemicals in 1938, and with the support of many 
stakeholders, we have grown to become a global company.
Going forward,  we wi l l  cont inue to mainta in sound 
relationships with our stakeholders, and in order to realize our 
management philosophy of "Taking on Challenges and 
Working Together ~ Providing the value our customers need~" 
in harmony with society and the earth, we hope to contribute 
to the sustainable development of society through our 
business activities.
We will carry out CSR activities in order to fulfill our social 
responsibilities, increase the trust of our stakeholders, and 
continue to be a company needed by society.

CSR Policy

To promote a clear understanding of our CSR activities, we have established a CSR policy 
and the Fujikura Kasei code of conduct that define the basic philosophy that underlies all 
our activities.

Initiatives related to human rights, fair trade, 
community, and social contribution

Activities related to compliance, internal controls, 
occupational safety and health, environment, quality, 

chemical substance management, business continuity plans,
and information security

Business activities

CSR Initiatives

Fujikura Kasei upholds the management philosophy of “Taking on Challenges and Working Together̶
Providing the value our customers need.” In line with this philosophy, we are making company-wide 
efforts to fulfill our CSR so that our products, technologies and all of our business activities continue to 
be trusted by our stakeholders.

CSR

CSR Management

Fujikura Kasei Code of Conduct

Providing the value our customers need
Taking on Challenges and Working Together

We share the joy of creation by joining our hands together with all associates.
We make efforts to be a challenger all the time without fear of failure.
We aim to be a reliable company by facing customers with sincerity.
We pursue the realization of comfort through commitment and compassion.
We are committed to safe and secure manufacturing with compliance 
to the applicable laws and observance to their spirit.

Management
philosophy

Action
guideline

At Fujikura Kasei, a CSR Promotion Committee acts as a 
conference body for CSR act iv it ies.  The committee 
undertakes all possible activit ies for promoting CSR 
across the ent i re Group, such as the planning and 
promotion of CSR act iv i t ies ,  development of a CSR 

implementat ion f ramework ,  and prov is ion o f  CSR 
education. Important matters pertaining to CSR promotion 
across the Group, including the CSR policy, are adopted 
by the board of directors and executive committee after 
being discussed by the CSR Promotion Committee.

CSR promotion framework

At Fujikura Kasei, we think CSR is a company’s ability to 
respond to social demand through activities to fulfill 
“corporate social responsibility” in the literal sense of the 
word and to “create shared value (CSV).” We are particularly 
directing our efforts to create shared value by utilizing our 
unique technologies and products.
Additionally, we see the SDGs as specific efforts for 

addressing social issues (problems) and ESG (environment, 
society ,  governance) as efforts ident ified f rom the 
perspective of investors. By attaching importance to the ESG 
aspects, solutions to social and environmental issues will 
lead to new business opportunities and higher corporate 
value. We will thus engage in our activities by incorporating 
the elements of ESG and the SDGs into our businesses. 

Overview of CSR activities

Address ESG and create new business opportunities

Leverage the company’s strengths to generate two wheels of economic value and social value

Contribute to realizing the corporate philosophy and to developing a sustainable society, to further enhance corporate value

CSV: Create shared value

CSR : Social contribution

Governance

Risk management・Corporate disaster prevention

Compliance
Society

・Human rights
・Information security
・Fair trade, ethics

Environment
・Environment
・Chemical substance 
 management

・Occupational 
 safety and 
 health
・Quality
・Internal controls
・Export control

Risk 
M
anagem

ent
Em
ployee W

ork 
Styles and Health

Environm
ental Conservation

(Reduction of Environm
ental Burden)

Chem
ical Substance 

M
anagem

ent
Contribution to 
Local Com

m
unities

Q
uality 
Assurance

Corporate 
G
overnance

O
ccupational Safety 
and Health

Environm
ental & Social 

Contribution through Business
CSR

Com
pliance

Fujikura Kasei code of conduct
CSR policy

Management
philosophy

Action guideline

Internal Control Committee
Compliance Committee
Quality Assurance Promotion Meeting
EMS Promotion Meeting
OHS Promotion Meeting
Chemical Management Conference (CMC)
Committee for Legal Compliance with the Energy Saving Act
Export Trade Administration Committee

CSR Promotion Committee

Dissemination Support

Business division representatives
・Coatings for Plastics ・Architectural Coatings
・Electronics Materials ・Functional Polymers/Polymers & Resins
・Medical Materials

Representatives of indirect departments
・Planning  ・Personnel and General Affairs  ・Corporate Auditing 
・Supplies  ・Environment & Safety  ・Quality Assurance
・Chemicals Management

President

Chair 
(Officer in charge)

Secretariat
(CSR Promotion Office)

Deliberation, approval 

Petition, 
debriefing

Board of Directors
Executive
Committee

Group companies in JapanFujikura Kasei departments/offices Group companies in overseas

Officer in charge

Information

1. We will work to put into practice the "Fujikura Kasei Code of Conduct" 
in order to fulfill the demands of our stakeholders.

2. We will make full use of our products and our own unique technologies 
to solve the problems facing society.

3. We will promote CSR activities not only within our company, but also 
among affiliated companies in Japan and overseas, and the supply 
chains who cooperate with us.

4. We will widely disclose our CSR activities to everyone in society 
through our CSR reports and website.

5. In view of the daily changing social conditions, our CSR policy is 
regularly reviewed for its appropriateness, and necessary revisions are 
carried out.

1. We will maximize corporate value by achieving management plan 
according to each company's business style to realize sustainable 
management.

2. We will continuously strive for R&D and provide excellent products 
and services.

3. We will respect compliance with laws and regulations, respect the 
cultures and customs of the countries and areas in which we operate, 
act according to the common sense of society.

4. We value the fundamental human rights and individuality and 
eliminate any discrimination.

5. We will create a workplace without harassment.

6. We will not engage in acts of war, civil war or antisocial forces both 
directly and indirectly.

7. We will consider opinions of each stakeholder and build a proper and 
transparent partnership.

8. We will establish an occupational safety and health management 
system and work with priority on safety and health.

9. We will establish an environmental management system and strive to 
contribute to the environment by reducing the possible environmental 
impact from our business processes and creating environmentally 
friendly products.

10. We will establish a quality management system and aim to improve 
customer satisfaction.

11. We will establish a chemical management system and conduct 
necessary control according to laws and regulations to minimize 
health problems associated with chemicals.

12. We will formulate business continuity plans and strive to provide 
stable supply of our products to customers.

13. Information concerning the Fujikura Kasei Group will be disclosed in 
a timely and appropriate manner.

14. We will prevent leakage of information to be managed by strict and 
appropriate information security management.

15. We will properly manage and operate the property of the company 
(including intellectual property) and will not do any infringement of 
the property of other companies.

16. We will contribute to the local community through dialogue and 
activities with the community.

FUJIKURA KASEI GROUP CSR REPORT 2022
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Goals of our materiality

In fiscal 2020, we formulated our materiality as a basis for planning and promoting CSR initiatives, and are 
working to achieve the goals defined for each materiality issue.

CSR

Materiality

Fujikura Kasei’s Materiality

Contributing to ESG and the SDGs through our materiality

We believe our activities have no 
meaning unless we share the 
materiality we have established 
wi th  soc iety .  Thus ,  to  take 
inventory of  the mater ia l i ty 
issues we have identified, we 
h a v e  s u m m a r i z e d  t h e i r  
correlation with representative 
ESG and SDG targets in the 
following chart.
The SDGs comprise 17 goals 
and 169 targets. Based on the 
awa r ene s s  t h a t  e a c h  i s  a  
significantly large issue, we will 
work toward each target that 
pertains to us to the greatest 
extent possible.

Compliance

Risk
management

Materiality reflects a company’s characteristics 
(expecta t ions  f rom s takeho lders ,  the  
company’s growth strategies, characteristics 
of the industry to which the company belongs, 
the circumstances of the company, etc.), and 
is selected in consideration of the following 
points. 

(1) The final decision regarding materiality 
should be made by the corporate manager 
or the management

(2) Materiality should represent issues in 
which their significance to society matches 
their significance to the company.

Members of our CSR Promotion Committee 
are selected from all business divisions 
(including the medical materials area) and 
principal indirect departments. Possible 
materiality issues were selected by the CSR 
Promotion Committee according to the 
following procedure.

■ Process and background of selecting our materiality

Significance of the issue to Fujikura Kasei (and Group companies)

Significance of the issue to society

Medium

Medium

Large

Large

Matrix of the selection of possible materiality issues (Fig. 1) 
・Human rights violations that directly involve 
Fujikura Kasei and Group companies 

・Prevention of information leakage that 
ought to be managed

・Work style reform   ・Employee health and 
safety  ・Compliance with safety-related laws and 
regulations  ・Reduction of environmental burden 
from Fujikura Kasei’s manufacturing activities
・Development of environment-friendly products 
that give consideration to their life cycle
・Compliance with environment-related laws and 
regulations  ・Proper management of chemical 
substances  ・Proper disclosure of information on 
the chemical substance content of in-house 
products  ・Thorough compliance 
・SDG initiatives  ・Risk management 
・BCP (business continuity plans)

・Management efficiency  ・Enhancement of 
business plan formulation  ・Human rights 
violations that could indirectly involve 
Fujikura Kasei and Group companies
・Labor-management relations  ・Deepening 
communication by disclosing appropriate 
information  ・Ensuring quality stability

・Development of a governance framework 
・Response to globalization
・Development and sales of products that are 
even safer to people and the environment

*See page 13 for details of the Fujikura Kasei Code of Conduct.

Environmental
conservation
(reduction of
environmental
burden)

Chemical
substance
management

Environmental & 
social contribution 
through business

Employee 
workstyles 
and health

Occupational 
safety and health

Compliance

Risk management

E

S

G

Company-wide 
reduction of CO₂ 
emissions

Company-wide 
reduction of energy 
usage 

Reduction of the 
discharge of 
sedimentary sludge 

Compliance with 
environmental laws 
and regulations 

Safe product design and 
appropriate information 
disclosure to the next 
process (incl. customers) 

Creation of products 
that contribute to the 
environment and society 

Support for work-life needs 
Promotion of diversity 
Management of employee 
health
Achievement of zero 
workplace accidents 
Realization of a comfortable 
workplace environment

Strengthening awareness 
of compliance and the 
foundation of compliance

Identification, evaluation 
and implementation of 
measures against 
management risks

Creation of 
a disaster-resilient 
company

Materiality of  the 
Fujikura Kasei Group Social issue Related SDGsOur Group’s initiativesESG

E・S

S・G

Overview Related Fujikura Kasei 
code of conductPriority themeMateriality

In selecting our materiality, it is important to consider focusing 
on essential areas that are impacted the most, with an eye to 
ensur ing the proper select ion and concentrat ion of  
management resources for implementing CSR activities and 
increasing their efficiency.
Our CSR activities consist of various items, but we have 
identified our materiality divided into five categories, based on 

social trends, degree of impact on stakeholders, our 
medium-term management plan, and other such factors.
The five categories have thereafter been reviewed to establish 
even more specific activity goals, such that we are now 
approaching our materiality with regard to the seven items 
shown below.

4・5

8

9

2・9・10

11

3・6・7・13・14・15

We face various risks within our corporate activities. To prevent these risks from 
surfacing, we must identify potential risks while they are latent and define measures 
against each of them.

We must observe many laws, regulations, social norms, cultures, and customs in 
pursuing our businesses, and are expected to take conscious action to comply with 
them upon understanding the provisions and stipulations that pertain to us. 

As a company that works with chemicals, we must go beyond our responsibility of 
manufacturing and using products to actively maintain an accurate grasp of 
chemical substances in our raw materials and products in order to provide safe 
manufacturing processes as well as products.

As a member of society, we must endeavor to solve environmental and social issues 
to the greatest extent possible by harnessing our unique technologies and products. 
Doing so will win greater trust in our company and enhance our corporate value.

As a chemical company, the by-products of our business activities impact the 
environment to no small extent. We must thus make active efforts to reduce our 
burden on the environment for our sake and for the sake of the next generation.

We engage in the manufacturing business and possess many production and 
research facilities. We thus take measures to create workplaces that ensure the 
safety and security of our employees.

We pursue our corporate activities with the awareness that our employees are our 
most important stakeholders. We consistently improve working styles and promote 
the initiatives for keeping the mental and physical health of our employees in good 
conditions by establishing and enhancing various programs.

12

●Thorough compliance with 
　important laws and regulations

●Maintenance and enhancement 
　of Fujikura Kasei’s chemical 
　substance management 
　database

●Contribution to solving 
　environmental issues by using
　in-house products and original
　technologies

●Reduction of global and regional
　environmental burden by
　improving in-house
　manufacturing processes

●Creation of a workplace that guarantees 
　employee occupational safety
●Ensuring a strong foundation for
　employee health and safety

●Creation of a comfortable
　workplace that gives careful
　consideration to employee health

●Strong framework for preventing
　 misconduct

Global
warming

Energy

Waste

Environmental
conservation

Safe products

Corporate
social

contribution

Protection of
workers

Fair
transactions,
ethics

Strengthening 
the management
foundation

Supply
responsibility

Risk 
M
anagem

ent
Em
ployee W

ork 
Styles and Health

Environm
ental Conservation

(Reduction of Environm
ental Burden)

Chem
ical Substance 

M
anagem

ent
Contribution to 
Local Com

m
unities

Q
uality 
Assurance

Corporate 
G
overnance

O
ccupational Safety 
and Health

Environm
ental & Social 

Contribution through Business
CSR

Com
pliance

●Establishment of a risk 
　management framework
●Creation of 
　a disaster-resilient company 

Chemical
substance
management

Environmental & 
social contribution 
through business

Environmental 
conservation (reduction 
of environmental burden)

Occupational
safety and
health

Employee
workstyles
and health

Heeding the advice of outside professionals, we used items 
commonly listed in the list of industry-specific issues identified 
by SASB*¹ (chemicals industry) and various other resources*² 
to assess the priority of issues recognized by society. 

The materiality issues were adopted with no change upon 
deliberation by a conference body of management class 
members. Subsequently, targets were defined for each 
materiality issue, and activities were launched toward achieving 
those targets.

STEP 1 Examination of issues
recognized by society

Members of the CSR Promotion Committee extracted issues 
their respective division faces, and the extracted issues were 
then converted into the language used to describe the issues 
recognized by society in STEP 1, to assess their priority.

STEP 2 Examination of the significance of 
issues recognized by Fujikura Kasei

The priority assessment of issues obtained in STEPS 1 and 2 
were arranged in matrix form. The twelve items in the upper 
right section in Fig. 1 were identified as issues of particular 
significance both to society and to our company. They were 
further grouped into five categories, and the resulting five 
categories were defined as possible materiality issues.

STEP 3 Extraction of possible
materiality issues

STEP 4 Decision-making by management

A year after implementing activities toward achieving the 
materiality goals, the CSR Promotion Committee, upon 
further discussion, reviewed each category to establish even 
more specific activity targets.

STEP 5 Review of each category

STEP 4
Decision-making 
by management

STEP 5
Review of each
category

STEP 1
Examination of issues 
recognized by society

STEP 2
Examination of the significance
of issues recognized 
by Fujikura Kasei

STEP 3
Extraction of 
possible materiality
issues

*1 Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
*2 UN Global Compact, ISO26000, OECD Guidelines for Multinational Companies, SDGs, etc.
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Dissemination of 
environment friendly 
products throughout 
the value chain

Dissemination of 
the awareness of 
chemical substance 
management

Maintenance and 
upgrading of the 
Fujikura Kasei 
Chemical 
Database(FCDB)

Contribution to 
solving 
environmental 
issues 
using Fujikura 
Kasei’s products 
and unique 
technologies

Number of 
environment friendly
products developed

Sales ratio of 
environment 
friendly products

〇

〇
Achieved the target in total by the 
four prescribed business divisions, 
a lbe i t  w i th  some d ifferences  
among the divisions

Employee 
work styles 
and health
→P19

→P21

→P25

→P31

→P33

→P35

→P39

Materiality Goal (KGI)
Means for achieving 
the goal (KPI)

Progress 
evaluation index

FY2021 status of 
KPI achievement FY2022 targets

Self-
evaluation

Creation  of a 
comfortable 
workplace that 
gives careful 
consideration to 
employee health 

Achievement of 
zero industrial 
accidents

Strengthening 
awareness of 
compliance

Number of 
study meetings 
implemented

Steady response to 
whistleblowing
cases

Degree of 
enhancement of 
the system

Rebuilding the 
foundation of 
compliance

Number of themes 
taken up by the 
Compliance 
Committee

Extraction of risks 
related to management

Formulation and 
operation of 
a new BCP

Creating 
a disaster-resilient 
corporate culture

Thorough compliance 
with essential laws 
and regulations

No cases of whistleblowing 

Review of 
extracted criteria

Preparation of a disaster 
prevention manual for 
each district
Creation of 
a company-wide disaster 
prevention manual

Strong framework 
for preventing 
misconduct

Establishment of 
a risk management 
framework

CO₂ emissions
(unit: t-CO₂)

Crude oil equivalent 
basic unit of sales 
(unit: kl/100 million yen)

Discharge of waste 
by the company as 
a whole (unit: t) 

Identification of databases 
that require upgrading and 
the rate of upgradinga
Number of entries of raw material 
information that is upgraded
Number of in-house training on 
chemical substance management 
and number of participants

97%

3,114 entries

Reduce energy
usage by promoting
energy saving
activities

Reduce the
discharge 
of sedimentary
sludge

Proof of verified compliance 
with relevant laws and 
regulations

Target: 6,314t
Actual figure: 4,929t
Target achieved

Comply with environmental
laws and regulations

Continue to reduce the 
five-year average basic 
unit of energy consumption 
by more than 1% per year

Reduce the discharge 
of waste by 7% by 
FY2022 compared 
to FY2017

Realization of 
a comfortable 
workplace 
environment

Provision of support
in response to
work/life needs

Promotion of
diversity

Management of 
employee health 

Rates of medical 
examinations and 
stress checkups

Appropriate activities
by the Safety and
Health Committee

Number of KY sheet
targets achieved

Appropriate activities
by the OHS 
Promotion Meeting
Compliance with the 
Industrial Safety and
Health Act
Appropriate activities 
by the Safety and 
Health Committee

Reduce energy 
usage by promoting 
energy saving 
activities

Reduce CO₂ 
emissions by 7% by 
FY2030 compared 
to FY2013

Operate an
environmental
management system

Strengthening 
conscious awareness of 
developing environment 
friendly products

Verification of the status of
compliance with relevant
laws and regulations
Verification of the 
status of compliance 
with priority activities

Number of accidents 
accompanying lost worktime
Number of accidents not 
accompanying lost worktime

Verified the implementation of all 
93 priority activity items

0 accident
1 accident

Number of 
interviews and 
workshops held

Number of 
interviews and 
workshops held 〇

〇

〇

〇

〇
×

〇

〇

〇

×

×

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

△

△

H e l d  i n t e r v i e w s  b a s e d  o n  a  
self-assessment system (15 interviews in 
response to 15 requests), implemented a 
second career training program (26 
participants in response to 26 requests) 

Rate of interviews held when 
employees take childcare leave or 
when they return to work: 100% 

Target basic unit: 14.79kℓ/100 million yen
Actual figure: 14.98kℓ/100 million yen
Target not achieved

Rate of medical  examinat ion:  
100% (excl. employees on leave) 
Rate of stress checkups: 96.9% 
504 risks extracted through the year
Target: 479, Achievement rate: 
105%

Verified for the first half of the year 
and for the entire year 

Initiatives for internal dissemination of the company’s CSR and materiality

In March 2022, we published a revised version of the Fujikura 
Kasei Handbook. It contains a brief summary of information 
that all employees of Fujikura Kasei and Group companies 
should know. As this was the first revision since we introduced 
CSR activities in 2019, it was edited with a particular focus on 
incorporating the latest information on our CSR activity 
framework. In contrast to the CSR Report, which mainly 
presents the annual results of CSR activities, the Fujikura Kasei 
Handbook provides detai ls  of  each CSR act iv i ty ,  the 
significance of the activities, and the Fujikura Kasei Group’s 
initiatives, from a medium to long-term perspective.
The handbook is presently available in Japanese only and 
distributed to employees of Fujikura Kasei and Group 
companies in Japan and to Japanese employees in Group 
companies overseas. However, we will consider how this 
handbook is used by entire Group going forward.

CSR

State of progress of each materiality issue

We engage in CSR activities as the Fujikura Kasei Group. Thus, 
to disseminate and strengthen our CSR activities across the 
entire Group, we held an information seminar for board 
members and executive employees of all Group companies in 
Japan and overseas, a total of eight times. Under the theme of 
“The Fujikura Kasei Group’s CSR initiatives and materiality,” the 
seminar provided information on the background to 
establishing our CSR materiality and its details. Additionally, 
in  fiscal 2022, each Group company establ ished Key 
Per formance Ind icators  for  each CSR mater ia l i ty  in  
consideration of the respective characteristics of their country, 
region and business and launched initiatives as per their KPI.

Implementation of a CSR information seminar 

A questionnaire survey was conducted on our employees 
regarding their awareness of our CSR Report and CSR activities 
in fiscal 2021, as we did last year.
The CSR Report attracted strong interest on the whole as the 
same as last fiscal year, particularly regarding the employee 
symposium, which many employees were able to relate to, 
and the activity reports of Group companies, which they 
usually have little opportunity to learn about. On the other 
hand, interest was low for sections describing specific 

management systems. Nevertheless, general interest in the 
CSR Report increased from the previous year, indicating 
greater dissemination of the report among our employees. 
With respect to CSR activities, there was greater awareness of 
the significance of CSR and the relationship between CSR and 
the company’s businesses compared to the previous year. 
In addition to our CSR Report and CSR awareness-raising 
activities, our employees also seem to be gaining a greater 
awareness of CSR from TV, the Internet, and newspapers.

Chemical substance
management

Risk
management

Compliance

■ I have enough knowledge of CSR to teach others
■ I understand CSR to a certain extent
■ I know the term “CSR”
■ I have heard of CSR for the first time

■ Sections that were interesting ■ CSR awareness
0

0％ 20％ 40％ 60％ 80％ 100％

20 40 60 80

■ Closely related
■ Somewhat related
■ Not related much
■ Not related at all

■ Relationship between CSR and 
 the company’s businesses

■ Reasons for engaging in CSR activities

0％ 20％ 40％ 60％ 80％ 100％

CSR Report 2020

CSR Report 2021

Fujikura Kasei Handbook 
published in March 2022

CSR information seminar

Sales,
profit,
financial 

conditions, etc.

Financial performance

Non-financial
performance

Corporate
valueEnvironment：

Environmental issues
Social： Human rights, labor
Governance: Fair business
Innovation, transfer of skills, 
intellectual property strategies, 
human resource development

Corporate value is the combination of: 
・Sales, profit, financial conditions, etc. = Financial performance 
・Ability to respond to social demand = Non-financial performance
Enhanced corporate value and sustainable development can be achieved only by cultivating 
the ability to respond to social demand, or in other words, by promoting CSR activities.

Target discharge amount:  Less than 
1165.4t
Actual figure: 1271.9t
Target not achieved

Verified for the first half of the year 
and for the entire year

Imp l emen ted  i n i t i a t i v e s  f o r  
environment friendly development 
from the development planning 
stage in each business division

Number of training programs: 16
Number of participants: 147

Implemented 2 study meetings 
(new manager training, follow-up 
training) 

E x t r a c t e d  t h eme s  f r om  t h e  
comp l i ance  check  shee t  and  
addressed information leakage risks

Re-confirmed the status of compliance 
within the company and announced 
policies for “human rights,” “fair trade and 
ethics ,”and“information security,” which 
were found to be lacking in initiatives, upon 
meetings by respective subcommittees

Organized a disaster prevention 
subcommittee and commenced a 
review of disaster prevent ion 
manuals 

Continuation

The “whistleblowing hotline regulations” have 
been revised as of June 1, 2022 pursuant to the 
revised Whistleblower Protection Act. In the 
event a whistleblowing case occurs, it shall be 
addressed in line with the hotline regulations. 

Continuation

Completion of the activity plan by 
the Safety and Health Committee

41% reduction by FY2030 
(compared to FY2013)
FY2022 target: 5,090t-CO₂

Achievement of zero industrial accidents
Achievement of zero industrial accidents

Cont inued implementat ion  o f  
interviews

Continued implementation of interviews, 
planned implementation of anti-harassment 
training and information security training

Target basic unit:
14.64kℓ/100 million yen

Promotion of medical examinations and cancer 
screening,  cont inuat ion of  in i t iat ives for 
workplace improvement based on a collective 
analysis of stress checkup results 

Extraction of 481 risks

Compliance with regulations based 
on laws and regulations

Continued efforts to reduce the basic unit of 
waste discharge (t/100 million yen) by 1% or 
more compared to the previous year, up to 
FY2030
FY2022 target basic unit: 7.43t/100 million yen

Compliance with regulations based 
on laws and regulations

Response to information that requires 
updating in consideration of revised laws 
and regulations 

Continuation

Continuation upon updating the 
content 

Implementation of awareness-raising 
education across the company and 
for affiliated companies in Japan

Cont inuat ion o f  subcommit tee 
activities (dissemination activities) to 
address risks

I m p l em e n t a t i o n  o f  c om p l i a n c e  
disseminat ion educat ion within the 
company and among affiliated companies 
in Japan based on educational documents 
on “fair trade” and “information security” 
prepared by each subcommittee

P r omo t i o n  o f  s ub comm i t t e e  
activities

Publication of the revised “Fujikura Kasei Handbook”

Internal questionnaire survey (FY2021)

CSR Report 2020

CSR Report 2021

CSR Management

Top Message
History of the Fujikura Kasei Group

Special Feature 1: Solving social issues
with our technical abilities

Special Feature 2: Employee symposium
by the same members as last year

Toward the dissemination of
CSR among all employees

Special Feature 3: Middle-level
employee symposium

Environmental Conservation
(Reduction of Environmental Burden)

Environmental & Social
Contribution through Business

Employee Work Styles and Health

Chemical Substance Management
Compliance

Risk Management
Quality Assurance

Contribution to Local Communities
CSR Activities of Fujikura
Kasei Group Companies
Corporate Governance
Business Overview,

 Profile and Financial Highlight

Occupational Safety and Health

Risk 
M
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(reduction of 
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■ Career design training for female employees

■ Second career training
We conducted second-career training for employees who have reached the age of 
50 with the aim of providing them with opportunities and information to think 
about their company life moving forward and their life after that. 
The training was an opportunity to learn and think about one’s life and career 
plans (one’s own career up unt i l  now and future plans) ,  money plans 
(understanding one’s own income, expenses, and assets at the present time and 
imagining future income and expenses), as well as the risks (nursing care, cancer, 
lifestyle-related diseases). 
New method was adopted in the workshop, such as using the participants’ 
smartphones and downloading apps.

■ Training on affirmative action and audits of 
 results
Affirmative action is a way to help people who are socially 
discriminated against in terms of their gender or race, etc. 
Japan has taken steps to close the gender gap, especially in 
employment. 
An example of one of our wellness initiatives is trying to 
eliminate discriminatory beliefs through training for employees 
at Red Spot Paint & Varnish in the US. Moreover, situations are 
checked through audits to see i f  there has been any 
discriminatory behavior when hiring and promoting is done.

■ Sharing of well-being status

■ 360° evaluation

A 360° evaluation is the process of collecting feedback from 
employees’ subordinates, peers, and superiors, as well as a 
self-assessment by employees themselves. 
Since assessments of employees are reflected in salaries and 
promotions, if there are not many evaluators then there will be 
a bias in the assessment, and it can lead to a drop in 
motivation especially when there are big differences between 
the self-assessment. 
A 360° evaluation is being used at Fujichemi Tokyo with the 
aim of ensuring that employee performance evaluations are 
fair.

Support tailored to work and life careers

Employee health management

We conducted career design training for women online after dividing it into a basic 
course (new and young employee) and an advanced course (mid-career and 
managerial positions).
The basic course provided an opportunity for participants to look back on their 
careers so far, reaffirm their own strengths and what is expected of them, and also 
to think about what they want to do in the future. Participants in the advanced 
course thought about the experience they had built up and the adaptability of their 
thoughts and emotions. Carrying out employee training for women in this way 
helps us to create a work environment where women can play an active role.

At Fujikura Kasei, we promote careful management of employee health based on the awareness that 
the health of our employees is the foundation that allows our company to achieve sound growth. 
We also modify our personnel system as required to create a workplace environment where our 
employees can work to their full potential at their own initiative.

Employee Work Styles and Health

Promoting diversity

■ Health and Productivity managemant organization certification
The Certified Health and Productivity Management Outstanding Organizations 
Recognition Program is a system that awards corporations such as large companies 
and small and medium-sized enterprises that practice particularly outstanding 
health and productivity management based on initiatives that meet local health 
issues as well as health promotion initiatives promoted by Nippon Kenko Kaigi.
Fujichemi Kinki was certified in March 2022 for fiscal 2022. We firmly believe that 
it is our responsibility as a Company to create a workplace where employees can 
work in good health for a long time, and that this will lead to happiness for the 
Company, employees, and their families. Fujichemi Kinki is working on the 
certification requirements needed by companies in order to realize a more fulfilling 
work environment for employees with for example, more enhanced health 
checkups, encouraging employees to undergo re-examinations, and Company 
subsidies for more well-balanced lunch dishes.

■ Using laptop stands
There are many cases where an employee’s work posture can affect their health. 
In light of the health of its office workers, Fujikura Kasei Indonesia has started to 
use laptop stands. 
By raising the screen to eye level, laptop users do not have to bend their necks for 
long periods of time, helping to alleviate neck and back pain.

 

Health and Productivity 
managemant organization 
certificate

How the laptop stand looks

We strive to create a workplace where employees can work 
in good physical and mental health, by for example, 
encouraging employees to undergo more detai led 
examinations based on the results of physical examinations 
and stress checks, and by arranging interviews with 

industrial physicians and psychiatrists. 
We continued to conduct health examinations for all 
employees and report the results of group analysis of the 
stress check system to board members in fiscal 2021 in an 
effort to improve the workplace environment.

Companies must strive to build and operate systems and 
mechanisms that enable not only the physical and mental 
well-being of their employees, but also their happiness, or in 
other words, job satisfaction. There are many cases now 
where the buzz words of “well-being” and “wellness” are being 

used in these efforts. 
Well-being is generally being happy or having a good physical 
and mental state, whereas wellness is the activity which aims 
to achieve this.

Fujichem Sonneborn periodically publishes its Wellbeing 
Magazine and puts it in the workplace so that employees can 
see the status of various wellness initiatives. Sharing what the 

whole company is working on with all employees in this way 
helps to maintain and improve job satisfaction in the 
workplace.

Employee Work Styles and Health
Materiality
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In conjunction with the introduction of the new environmental 
management system (EMS), the OHS Promotion Meeting 
worked on a comprehensive review of the OHSMS in fiscal 
2021. In order to make the process easier to understand, the 
OHSMS was changed to the same format as the quality 
management system (QMS) and the EMS with the process to 
create the document combined into that equivalent to the 
EMS, thereby establishing a generic document for both the 
EMS and OHSMS. By standardizing the provisions of the EMS 

and OHSMS, it is hoped it will deepen the understanding of 
operation and reduce the time and effort required to create 
records. In recent years, regulations related to occupational 
safety and health have continued to be tightened. Going 
forward, we wi l l  cont inue to appropriately adapt to 
regulations and promote the activities of the OHS Promotion 
Meeting in order to create a workplace environment where 
employees can work safely, securely and in good health.

OHS Promotion Meeting

Activities to achieve zero occupational accidents

■ Number of work-related accidents
In fiscal 2021, there was one accident, which happened at 
the Kuki Logistics Center, that did not result in lost 
worktime. The target for fiscal 2021 was set at zero 
accidents, but unfortunately this wasn’t achieved. 
We will do everything we can to prevent work-related 
accidents by seriously looking at repeated accidents which 
have occurred in the past, examining the danger source from 
past incidents and risk predictions to re-verify the validity 
and effectiveness of countermeasures.

■ Industrial accident indices
In fiscal 2021 there were no accidents that required time off 
from work making the frequency rate and severity rate of 
accidents accompanying more than a day of lost worktime 
equal to zero. 
Although there were some minor accidents, they did not 
result in lost workdays, so we were able to maintain a 
frequency rate of one or more lost days and a severity rate 
of zero. Going forward, we will continue to incorporate the 
frequency rate and severity rate of one or more days off 
work as indicators in the event of an accident, and monitor 
them as indicators to measure the seriousness of accidents.

Number of work-related accidents 
and their frequency rate
Number of work-related accidents Frequency rate
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Accidents not accompanying 
lost worktime

Accidents accompanying
lost worktime

1
1.02

FY2021
accidents 

Frequency rate

The OHS Promotion Meeting discusses the following matters in order to maintain and improve the Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System (OHSMS).

Every year at Fujikura Kasei we engage in activities to predict 
potential risks across the company. In fiscal 2021, we 
identified 504 potential risks (104% on last year) within the 
company. Needless to say, we are working hard to reduce the 
number of potential safety and health risks at each business 
site. Herbert Heinrich of the United States proposed a theory, 

or relationship, which states that there are 29 minor incidents 
behind one ser ious accident ,  and an addit ional  300 
near-misses behind that. We aim to achieve zero occupational 
accidents by raising awareness among all employees of this 
idea, continuously minimizing potential risks.

■ Risk prediction (KY) activities
Safety and health initiatives ̶ Safety best practices

Opening 18-liter 
square can

Before After

Worker lifts and 
pours contents

Semi-finished product 
goes into a drum

Before After

Drum lifter used to 
pour contents

Efforts to eliminate accidents when opening 
cans
Cuts caused by opening cans is one of the work-related 
accidents unique to the paint industry.
After semi-finished products were stored in 18-liter square 
can at Fujikura Kasei Coating India they were then opened 
from the top and the contents poured into large tanks at the 
time of commercialization. The opened can leaves a jagged 
edge which has in some cases led to accidents when 
workers come into contact with the edge, even when 
protective equipment is worn, during insert ion and 
subsequent processing. 
For this reason, Fujikura Kasei Coating India now stores 
semi-finished products in 200kg open drums. By using a lifter 
to pour the paint during production, they no longer need to 
take the tops off cans thereby eliminating accidents such as 
cuts and flesh wounds. 
An additional consequence from using a lifter is that workers 
are now not having to repeatedly load the heavy 18-liter 
square can meaning they no longer suffer from lower back 
pain.

To ensure all the contents of the raw materials in the 
18-liter square can are poured out, the can is rested on the 
tank and tilted but there is a risk that it will fall into the tank.

● Potential risk

● Safety best practices

A special jig is used instead.
● Measures

Identified risk 1

When evacuating in an emergency, such as an earthquake 
after sunset, there is a danger of falling over steps or other 
obstacle if the lights go out because of a power cut.

● Potential risk

H i g h - i n t e n s i t y  
chemical lights that 
c a n  b e  u s e d  
immed i a t e l y  i n  
times of evacuation 
are now installed.

● Measures

Identified risk 2

1. Revisions of laws and regulations, and providing new information
2. Reports on the occurrence and response to work-related accidents
3. Internal and external OHS audits and MR result reporting and response confirmation
4. Annual plan progress report
5. OHSMS secondary document review
6. Recommendations for improving OHS performance across the Group and at each site
7. Exchange of ideas on OHS and other matters

Safety and Health Initiatives

At Fujikura Kasei, we strive to create a workplace where employees can work safely and securely. To 
achieve this, we have formulated an Occupational Safety and Health Policy and run an occupational 
safety and health management system that complies with ISO45001.

● Best practices
Work before and after improvements made

Occupational Safety and Health
Materiality

Frequency rate and severity rate of accidents 
accompanying more than a day of lost worktime
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■ Forklift safety training
Safety training was held at each business site in fiscal 2021 to 
prevent forklift accidents from happening on the premises. As 
in fiscal 2020, explanations were given on safety technologies 
and reach truck skills were assessed by experts, and hazard 
prediction training was carried out on forklift accidents and 
unsafe behavior not only for employees but also for 
contractors who drive forklifts on-site.

■ Initiatives to raise awareness on safety 
　among employees
Fujikura Kasei Coating (Tianjin) is working with government 
agencies to ensure safe operations. 
Accidents are the result of a combination of unsafe situations 
and unsafe behavior. Like other Group companies, Fujikura 
Kasei Coating (Tianjin) strives to improve unsafe workplace 
conditions on a daily basis, but at the same time, also believes 
that it is necessary to raise awareness on safety issues among 
employees. For this reason, and in response to requests from 
government agencies, employees have signed up to the Safe 
Production Goals with the aim of having each employee take 
responsibility for the goals.
 
To maintain and improve safety awareness among all its 
employees, Fujikura Kasei Indonesia communicates its safety 
precautions, work plans, and other important matters and 
latest information to employees in each department 
(production, research, warehouse) in the factory every day.

A preventive measures team continued its work at the Sano 
Plant in fiscal 2021 to prevent human error. They encouraged 
workers at the plant to jot down some key “points of note” on 
many different aspects such as safety, the environment, quality, 
the workplace, and the five S’s (sort, set in order, shine, 
standardize, and sustain). These keywords were posted on a 
board where everyone could see the topics which they could 
work on by themselves.
Although no specific target was set for the number of “points of 
note,” everyone worked toward resolving 70% of the topics 
raised. As a result of the activities over the year, there were 718 
“points of note,” an increase of about 22% from the previous 
year. Through everyone’s efforts the 70% target was smashed 
with 100% of the points resolved. 
We will continue to pursue activities aimed at preventing all 
human error while realizing a comfortable working environment.

■ Making the workplace an easier place to work
　

Products finished in tanks are canned in designated containers, 
labeled, and loaded onto pallets for warehouse storage and 
shipping. Until now, employees had to do the work of attaching 
product labels and loading the cans onto pallets one by one. 
This however was giving backache to employees from the 
continuous work of moving heavy objects (about 20 kg). 
In view of this situation, Fuji Chemical introduced a labeler and 
palletizer. 
Fujikura Kasei will continue to improve the workplace so that 
employees come under less stress.

In fiscal 2021, there were no accidents at the Sano Plant. This 
includes accidents accompanying and not accompanying by lost 
working time. It is thought that they were able to accomplish 
this achievement by raising awareness on safety among all 
employees through various activities including those of the 
Safety and Health Committee, risk prediction, safety training, 
and improvement activities by the Prevention Measures Team, 
and through activities aimed at eliminating unsafe situations and 
unsafe behavior. Fujikura Kasei will continue to improve the 
level of its activities to ensure there are no accidents in the 
workplace.

■ Reducing workloads with a labeler and palletizer

Activities to realize a comfortable working environment

Zero accidents at the Sano Plant

To prevent any mistakes when shipping products, a system 
was set up to indicate the shipping day. This system has 
been improved with better visibility and display. 
By improving visibility it is hoped it will make it easier to 
perform the task of checking and bring us one step closer to 
a comfortable working environment.

Although work with a high risk of backache still remained due to the reliance 
on manpower for some of the heavy loading work, a special handling device 
was installed to reduce the risk of backache and to improve efficiency so that 
work could be carried out by one person instead of the normal two.

● Safety best practices

There were some instances of insufficient local 
ventilation when handling organic solvents. However, 
we improved the work environment by efficiently using 
local ventilation and covering the areas with hoods to 
prevent the spread of solvent odors. 

Conscious of realizing a more comfortable working 
environment and reducing CO₂ emissions, we 
installed another combustion deodorizer that 
functions for both the work room and cleaning 
room. Having an additional deodorizer has improved 
the environment as each room can now be used 
independently of the other. Among the various 
deodorizers available, we chose an adsorption type 
deodorizer to reduce CO₂ emissions during 
operation. And by being independent of each other, 
the wind speed in both the work room and the 
cleaning room has stabilized. This has not only 
created a more comfortable working environment, 
but also means that the combustion deodorizers are 
used for less time thereby reducing CO₂ emissions.

The cover of the document signed 
by every employee

Briefing session for engineering 
and quality control departments

The signed Safe Production Goals

Before After

Before

The labeling machine The palletizer

After

■ Reducing harmful odors

■ Reducing lower back pain

Safety and health initiatives ̶ Improvement activities

Safety and Health Initiatives

Occupational Safety and Health
Materiality
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SDGs
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Eco-Vision performance data
Environmental 
Conservation Activities

At Fujikura Kasei, we manufacture environment friendly products that can coexist with Earth, 
befitting a company that handles chemical substances and chemical reactions.
Additionally, we systematically engage in company-wide environmental improvement activities to 
reduction of environmental burden accompanying our business activities. 

In fiscal 2021, the Committee for Legal Compliance with the 
Energy Saving Act reviewed the control standards that govern 
rational energy use. Items to be numerically controlled were 
increased to reduce any wasteful use of energy, and energy 
flow diagrams were prepared as accompanying materials for 

utility facilities to uncover any non-rational energy uses. 
Additionally, in preparation for the large-scale review of CO₂ 
reduction targets in fiscal 2022, report forms have been 
revised to enable CO₂ emission calculations to be performed 
daily.

In fiscal 2021, the EMS Promotion Meeting, in response to 
growing environmental demand from stakeholders, conducted 
a comprehensive review of our environmental management 
system to strengthen compliance with the requirements of 
environmental standards and to examine the validity and 
effectiveness of each process. As the new system called for a 
renewal of document formats, members of the EMS Promotion 
Meeting prepared the documents in cooperation with all 

divisions and departments before commencing operations of 
the new environmental management system in July 2021. A 
change in EMS managers was also made on the occasion of 
the comprehensive review, so fiscal 2021 marked a fresh start. 
G iven the  increas ing  impor tance o f  env i ronmenta l  
improvement activities going forward, we will continue our 
EMS improvement activities in line with the flow of the times. 

Our major regional sites of Fujikura Kasei, Red Spot Paint & 
Varnish (U.S.A.), and Fujichem Sonneborn (U.K.) have held 
annual meetings of managers in charge of environment, health, 
and safety since 2016, to enhance the level of EHS activities 
by mutual ly  shar ing each company’s  in i t iat ives and 

performance data.
In-person meetings could not be held in fiscal 2021 due to 
COVID-19, but EHS activities were continued via Web 
conference. 

Report of the Committee for Legal Compliance with the Energy Saving Act

Materiality

EMS Promotion Meeting

EHS Global Meeting

The EMS Promotion Meeting holds conferences on the following matters to maintain and enhance our environmental management 
system (EMS).

Report by Red Spot Paint & Varnish Report by Fujichem Sonneborn

● Trends in CO₂ emissions and basic unit of CO₂ emissions
CO₂ emissions (t)

CO₂ emissions (t-CO₂)
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■ Changes in the CO₂ reduction situation accompanying the targets towards carbon neutrality

■ New CO₂ reduction target and actual figures

On October 22, 2021, the Plan for Global Warming 
Countermeasures was adopted in a Cabinet meeting, with a 
target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 46% by fiscal 
2030 (compared to fiscal 2013)*. The plan also called for a 
further challenge by the Japanese government to achieve a 
reduction of 50%.
Under the plan, industrial sectors were required to raise 
their previous target of 7% to 38%. We therefore took into 
consideration the government’s “further challenge to 

ach ieve  a  g reater  reduct ion” and changes  in  the  
environment surrounding our company such as natural 
disasters caused by climate change, and established a new 
target to reduce CO₂ emissions by 41% by fiscal 2030 
(compared to fiscal 2013), beginning in fiscal 2022.
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In fiscal 2021, our CO₂ emissions increased 
by a slight 0.5% compared to fiscal 2020, 
and our  bas ic  un i t  o f  CO₂  emiss ions  
decreased by approximately 4%. We assume 
this increase in CO₂ emissions was affected 
by our increased fuel usage in fiscal 2021.
Meanwhile, we think our basic unit of CO₂ 
emissions decreased owing to our strong 
sales in the first half of the year.
We will continue to promote rational and 
improved energy use to achieve our CO₂ 
reduction target.

We verified our status of CO₂ emissions 
against the new CO₂ reduction target we 
aim to achieve from fiscal 2022, and found 
we have achieved both the 38% reduction 
target required of industrial sectors by the 
Act on Promotion of  Global  Warming 
Countermeasures and our voluntary 41% 
reduction target. Nevertheless, we will 
continue our efforts to reduce CO₂ emissions 
by focusing on energy-saving activities, 
cont inual capital  investments,  energy 
creation, and renewable energy use.

Reduce CO₂ emissions by 7% by FY2030 compared to FY2013Target

■ Trends in CO₂ emissions and basic unit of CO₂ emissions

Environmental Conservation
(Reduction of Environmental Burden) 

1.  Provision of information on amendments and updates to laws and regulations
2.  Reporting of the occurrences and status of responses to environmental accidents
3.  Reporting of the results of internal/external environmental audits and MR, and verification of responses
4.  Reporting of the progress of annual plans
5.  Examination of EMS secondary documents
6.  Proposals for improving the environmental performance of our entire company and of each site
7.  Information exchange concerning issues related to the environment

Basic unit of CO₂ emissions
 (t/100 million yen)

t/100 million
yen

Eco-Vision target value (emissions)CO₂ emissions
Basic unit of CO₂ emissions

* The Plan for Global Warming Countermeasures is a comprehensive plan 
announced by the government based on the Act on Promotion of Global 
Warming Countermeasures, revised for the first time in five years since 
May 16, 2016.
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Performance data of other targets

■ Anti-pollution measure: Reduction of VOC emissions
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Our discharge of waste in f iscal 2021 
increased by 3% compared to the previous 
year despite our efforts to achieve our 
reduction target of 5.6%. This increase can 
be attributed to the recategorization of 
waste oil from a valuable resource to a 
specially controlled industrial waste due to a 
change in demand, and the increased 
frequency of the vacuum processing of 
sludge. We have launched activities to 
address this situation by establishing a 
waste reduction working group.
In consideration of the future of waste 
treatment, the working group agreed to 
continue upholding the target for reducing 
the basic unit of waste discharge (sales) by 
1% or more compared to each previous year 
until 2030 by adopting fiscal 2021 as the 
reference year for waste reduction targets 
from fiscal 2022 and on. 

● Trends in energy usage and basic unit of energy consumption

● Trends in the discharge of waste and the basic unit of waste 
 discharge
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■ Trends in energy usage and basic unit of energy consumption

Reduce the discharge of waste by 7% by FY2022 compared to FY2017

■ Trends in the discharge of waste and the basic unit of waste discharge
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● Trends in VOC and PRTR emissions
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VOC emissions

Basic unit of VOC emissions

0.052

Water usage (1,000m³)
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● Trends in water usage and basic unit of water consumption

● Trends in environmental investments
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Corresponding
SDGs 

158,436 7.3、13.3

103,672 11.6、13.3

262,108

Investment in 
energy savings

Investment in
environmental
improvement

Total
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The graph at r ight shows the total 
emissions of five organic solvents that 
are subjects of VOC surveys and PRTR 
substances.
VOC emissions in fiscal 2021 increased 
approximately 7% from fiscal 2020. 
We  we r e  u n ab l e  t o  r e d u c e  o u r  
emissions of VOCs and PRTR substances 
in fiscal 2021 compared to fiscal 2020 
due to an increase in production and an 
increase in the usage of raw materials 
a c c ompa n y i n g  a  c h a n g e  i n  t h e  
composition of products. 
We will continue our efforts to reduce 
VOCs and PRTR substances.

■ Resource conservation measure: Changes in water usage and basic unit of water consumption
We used approximately 10% more 
water in fiscal 2021 compared to fiscal 
2020.
Although we endeavored to save water 
and reduce the amount of water we use 
in our production processes, we think 
our water usage increased due to the 
increased product ion of  products 
requiring large volumes of water.
Hereafter, we expect an increase in the 
sales of water-based products and 
consequently an increase in water usage 
as well. However, we intend to make 
every effort to reduce our water usage 
by examining how we may rationalize 
the use of the resource that is just as 
important as energy. 

■ Environmental investment report
In fiscal 2021, we continued to make 
environmental investments, including 
energy savings, as before. The total 
investment of approximately 260 million 
yen we made in fiscal 2021 is expected 
to have an effect worth a crude oil 
equivalent of 41.6kl/year, corresponding 
to a reduction of 71.6t-CO₂. We will 
continue to make active environmental 
investments hereafter.

Our energy usage in fiscal 2021 increased by 
approximately 3% from the previous year. 
While our basic unit of energy consumption 
decreased by about 2%, we were unable to 
a ch i e ve  ou r  t a r ge t  w i t h  a  r e su l t  o f  
14 .99k l/100 mi l l ion  yen  aga ins t  the  
Eco-Vision target of 14.79kl/100 million yen 
for fiscal 2021.
In fiscal 2021, we reduced our energy usage 
by approximately 1% from the previous year, 
but our fuel usage increased by some 15% 
because of the increase in electric usage. 
This resulted in a roughly 3% increase in 
energy usage as a whole.
Strong sales in the first half of the year 
contributed to the 2% decrease in our basic 
unit of energy consumption, but this was not 
enough to achieve our target. 
Thus, we will make ongoing efforts to reduce 
our energy usage and basic unit of energy 
consumption by further rationalizing energy 
usage and eliminating wasteful uses.

Environmental 
Conservation Activities

Materiality Environmental Conservation
(Reduction of Environmental Burden) 

Corresponding
SDGs

Continue to reduce the five-year average basic unit of energy consumption by more than 1% per yearTarget

Basic unit of energy consumption
(kl/100 million yen)Amount of energy usage (kl)

Target

Basic unit of waste discharge
 (t/100 million yen)

t/100 million
yen

Basic unit of waste discharge
Head office R&D CenterNagoya Kuki Sano

Eco-Vision target value (basic unit of waste discharge)

Basic unit of VOC and PRTR
emissions (t/100 million yen)VOC and PRTR emissions (t)

VOC emissions:
PRTR emissions:

Sano
Company as a whole

R&D Center Nagoya Kuki Basic unit of VOC emissions

t/100 million
yen

Basic unit of water consumption
 (m³/100 million yen)

Sano R&D Center Nagoya Kuki Basic unit of water consumption

m³/100 million
yen
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Environmental 
Conservation Activities

Materiality Environmental Conservation
(Reduction of Environmental Burden) 

Corresponding
SDGs

■ Reducing waste by reviewing bad inventory

Amid rapid changes in the business environment toward realizing a decarbonized 
society, Plant No.3 at Sano Plant switched to a power supply derived from 100% 
renewable energy sources in May 2021.
We intend to expand our utilization of renewable energy sources even further in the 
future.

■ Active utilization of renewable energy sources

■ Introduction of solar panels and electric vehicles (EVs)

■ Energy-saving optimization diagnosis at R&D Center

● Results after introducing solar generation facilities

Generated electricity (kWh/month)Month & Year

Oct. 2021 

Nov. 2021

Dec. 2021

Jan. 2022

Feb. 2022

Mar. 2022

1,548

1,422

1,547

1,319

1,949

2,305

Quality of coating film is affected by the coating and its 
application work. When coating the exterior walls or roof of 
a house, for example, the necessary amount is calculated 
based on the area of the relevant surface before delivery. 
However, excesses and shortages are likely to occur 
because onsite work is done by human beings. As shortages 
lead to a delay in the work process, there are many cases 
where companies that perform the application work order 
more than the calculated amount and must take home the 

excess as a result. Some types of coating cannot be used in 
a different site and end up as waste with an expired shelf life 
(this becomes bad inventory).
Fujichemi Kinki launched an initiative in fiscal 2018 to 
improve this situation. As a result of reviewing the necessary 
amount of coatings based on previous records and providing 
guidance to contractors, it reduced its waste of coatings 
from 7,249 cans in fiscal 2018 to 49 cans in fiscal 2021.

■ Separated discharge of plant exhaust
A new plant was completed at Fujikura Kasei Vietnam in 
August 2021 and commenced operations on a full scale in 
December.
The  r eg ion  whe re  t he  new p l an t  i s  l o ca ted  has  
environmental restrictions regarding plant wastewater and 
exhaust. Therefore, in reference to the new plant at Fujikura 

Kasei Thailand that was completed and began operations 
earlier, Fujikura Kasei Vietnam adopted a system that 
separates factory exhaust ducts into DC (Dust Collection) 
and PE (Production Exhaust) and releases them into the 
atmosphere after  respect ively t reat ing them in an 
appropriate manner.

Separated exhaust ducts

Energy
certificate

Dust collector Exhaust treatment unit 

In creating a business continuation plan (BCP) and planning 
energy-saving initiatives, we explored the possibility of 
combining solar power generation and batteries.
In the event of a power failure caused by a disaster or other 
such event, general batteries are too costly in terms of running 
costs to be used as an emergency power supply. Therefore, 
we focused on electric vehicles (EVs). By introducing EVs, we 

have secured power supply in response to our BCP. We have 
also saved energy by establishing a cycle in which we can use 
solar-generated electricity for self-consumption. We generated 
some 10,000 kWh of electricity after introducing solar 
generation facilities. As a spillover effect, we have also 
reduced gasoline consumption by our company cars. 

R&D Center, which engages in research and development 
activities, has undergone an “energy-saving optimization 
diagnosis” by The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 
(ECCJ). More specifically, it received a diagnosis and 
exchanged views on its status of energy usage, status of 
energy management, and energy reduction potential, among 
others. The plant’s characteristics were revealed by dividing 

its energy usage into summertime, wintertime, and interim 
periods, and the diagnosis results were used to review 
maintenance and management operations, upgrade 
large-scale air conditioners, and adopt LED lighting.
The results will also be used as a reference to promote 
continuous energy-saving activities hereafter.
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● Status of energy usage
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● Status of energy management

EMS activity case examples
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At Fujikura Kasei, we pursue environmental and social contribution activities through our business 
practices, to fulfill our corporate social responsibility.

Coatings for plastics business

Dissipates heat with enhanced heat radiation paint
With the progress of the digital society, demand for electronic devices has been on 
the rise with their wider use in social infrastructure, cars, houses, and other settings 
in  recent  years .  Amid the  demand for  smal le r ,  more  funct iona l  and 
design-conscious products, heat generated from an increase in functionality in 
electronic devices has become a major issue related to the performance, reliability, 
and safety of parts and equipment.
Our heat-dissipating paint RECRACK 3900TMS is a paint that maximizes the heat 
radiation function, proffering a wholly unique paint design so that heat can be 
dissipated efficiently. By reducing the amount of power needed to cool off the heat, 
the product also contributes to decarbonization.

Architectural coatings business

Reduces painted roof temperatures by 25°C
Heat barrier paint keeps temperatures down on the surface of the coating film by 
effectively reflecting light rays in the near-infrared wavelength range, which 
accounts for about 50% of sunlight, to give superb anti-heat properties. Roof paints 
in particular can lower the coating surface temperature by up to 25°C compared to 
conventional paints. And since the heavy metal of chromium is not used in the 
paint, something often contained within heat barrier paints, and because it uses 
special infrared reflecting pigments, it can be applied in dark-colored coatings, 
usually something that is considered to be disadvantageous in terms of anti-heat 
properties. Being a completely one-component water-based paint, the product is 
also considered to be good for the environment during work.

Products that contribute to the environment

Medical materials area

Using test reagents with confidence around the world
Diabetes has become a worldwide problem. We believe that it is important to 
prevent the severity of diabetes through early diagnosis and to allow patients the 
proper guidance from doctors. It is for this purpose that we provide test reagents 
to be widely used around the world. In countries where domestic industry is 
underdeveloped, it is difficult to widely disseminate expensive imported reagents to 
the general public, which is a major barrier to widespread testing and early 
diagnosis. We aim to provide our own products at reasonable prices, to have them 
widely used with peace of mind, for a world where everyone can make early 
diagnoses. And in many countries where medical care costs are thin on the ground, 
we hope to improve the quality of life of patients and reduce medical expenses by 
detecting and treating patients before their symptoms become too problematic.

Products that contribute to society

RECRACK 3900TMS

Painting with heat 
barrier paint

Temperature distribution 
during painting

Electronics materials business

Contributing to energy reduction and improved
efficiency in electronics component manufacturing
Although some conventional methods of plating film formation have their merits for 
mass-produced products, they do also come with their problems, including high 
installation costs for facilities and equipment, slow and time consuming film 
formation speed, not to mention the large amounts of energy (heat) required. By 
using our painting method that uses conductive paste, we have been able to 
reduce initial installation costs, assist with small-lot production of many products, 
and save energy by shortening the process. Our products contribute greatly to 
freedom of design by enabling electronic components to be made smaller, lighter, 
thinner and with more integration, leading the way in the IoT device market.

A module shield component 
for use in communications

HbA1c reagent

The roles expected of companies has increased within the 
scope of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). Furthermore, the focus of CSR is shifting toward 
“solving social issues and contributing to society through 
business.”
As a manufacturer that handles chemical substances, we 

believe it is important to address environmental issues, in 
part icular ,  among diverse social issues. We are thus 
committed to implementing activities from the aspects of 
reducing environmental burden by improving in-house 
manufacturing processes and solving social issues through our 
business.

Basic concept of
environmental and
social contribution
Contribute to environmental
conservation and the realization
of a better society through

business activities

Our unique technologies and products

Strengthening of
environmental
awareness in
each employee

Contribution through
Fujikura Kasei’s

unique technologies
and products

Reduction of
environmental burden 
by improving in-house 
manufacturing 
processes

Solving environmental and social issues
(environmental conservation, traffic safety, medicine and health, etc.)

Materiality Environmental & Social 
Contribution through Business

Corresponding
SDGs

Functional polymers/polymers & resins business

Developing solvent-free adhesives
The adhesives developed by this business unit are used in a variety of applications, 
such as optical adhesives used in general-purpose double-sided tapes and 
smartphones. At present, most of our adhesives contain 50% or more organic 
solvents. 
However, worldwide demand for less use of organic solvent adhesives is on the rise. 
As well as conventional organic solvent-based adhesives, we are also focusing on 
the development of eco-friendly solvent-free adhesives.

A solvent-free adhesive

Tohkoh Jushi

Reducing steam leakage, contributing to fuel reduction
Tohkoh Jushi has launched its Steam Trap, a product that enables reductions in 
boiler fuel in line with the social demand for less carbon emissions. The Steam Trap 
is a module for discharging the water that accumulates when the steam produced 
by a steam boiler, steam heater, or heat exchanger, etc., comes into contact with 
an object. The greatest feature of this product is that it reduces the chance of 
steam from leaking out, resulting in a fuel reduction.
The product was installed on a test basis at the Fujikura Kasei Sano Plant when, 
after installing it in seven different locations, it was found to reduce steam leakages, 
keeping fuel consumption and costs down.

The Steam Trap
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Chemical substances benefit our lives. At the same time, however, they can pose a serious health 
risk to a human being and can result environmental pollution if they are handled improperly. At 
Fujikura Kasei, we have a strict management framework in place that includes within its scope not 
only our business partners but also all parties beyond, to fulfill our social responsibility as a company 
that handles chemical substances.

Every year, three companies in Group, Fujikura Kasei, 
Red Spot Paint & Varnish and Fujichem Sonneborn hold 
a Global EHS Meeting on Environmental Health and 
Safety (EHS) and Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) 
to exchange the idea and information. 
The meeting is usually hosted on a rotating basis but 
owing to the pandemic it was difficult for people to visit 
other countries and so it was held online in fiscal 2021. 

Taking advantage of the fact that it is easier to 
participate online, Chemical Management System (CMS) 
related matters were added to the agenda for 
discussion in fiscal 2021. Each company is conducting 
activities in response to respective customer demand 
and their national situation. The meeting has become a 
great  opportuni ty  to make our act iv i t ies more 
collaborative in the future.

As stated in our KPIs, we believe that improving the 
capabilities of our employees is an essential part of 
properly managing chemical substances.  
We have regular trainings for employees who join our 
company as per their knowledge.  New employee 
training and sixth-month fol low-up training are 
mandatory to all employees.
Through those trainings, we are ensuring that they are 
at the minimum required level in terms of their 

capabilities.
Other trainings are available in accordance with the 
duties of each employee such as training on the proper 
use of the FCDB, training on laws and regulations on 
chemical substances management in each country.
We are striving to improve employee capabilities by 
appropriate combinations of internal and external 
training programs.

Global EHS Meeting

At Fujikura Kasei, we believe it is important to think about the 
health not only of our employees who manufacture our 
products and customers who directly use our products, but 
also of everyone up to all end users, and to design products 
that  do not  impose severe adverse impacts  on the 
environment. 
Based on this awareness, we have created and incorporated a 
Chemical Management System (CMS) in our QMS*¹, EMS*² and 

OHSMS*³, to be operated integrally with these systems.
We must also take the responsibility to convey proper 
information on chemical substances contained in our 
products. We achieve this by managing chemical substances 
according to the scheme shown below, centered primarily on 
the Fujikura Kasei Chemical Database (FCDB). Through this 
scheme, we endeavor to provide products that our customers 
can use without worry.

Chemical substance management initiatives

Training for employees

Management of Chemical Substances 
to Retain Trust

Chemical Substance Management
Materiality

TO P I C S

Substances that, when used, have a markedly adverse impact 
on people’s health and the environment are restricted by laws, 
regulations, and industrial standards. At Fujikura Kasei, we 
widely designate such substances as “prohibited substances.” 
Substances that are not restricted but pose a concern 
regarding their effects are designated as “approval required 
substances,” and are managed upon determining whether 
they may be used or whether their use should be restricted 
via an assessment by our Chemical Management Conference 

(CMC). Substances that are restricted in part according to 
their purpose or by country are properly managed by widely 
seeking information on them as “controlled substances.”
In compliance with company standards, we also take 
thorough measures to handle substances that are newly 
restricted by laws and regulations and products that have 
been found to contain restricted substances, by replacing 
them with alternative products or terminating their usage as 
the situation demands.

Restrictions on chemical substances in products

*1 QMS: Quality Management System  *2 EMS: Environmental Management System  *3 OHSMS: Occupational Health and Safety Management System
*4 SDS: Safety Data Sheet  *5 Chem SHERPA: A common scheme for conveying information on the chemical substance content of products
*6 IMDS: Stands for International Material Data System. A database of materials and its scheme.

SDS
preparation
system*⁴

DB

Fujikura Kasei

Fujikura Kasei Chemical Database (FCDB)

Sales customers, etc.Suppliers, etc.

Chemical
substance
information

Laws and
regulations

Raw material
information

Product
information

Verification Product
proposals

SDS
New

production
information

Customer
management
reference
documents

Information
on

new raw
materials

Customer management
reference documents

Information provision
via BOM,

ChemSHERPA*⁵, IMDS*⁶
and other resources

Verification

■ Our chemical substance management scheme

Attendees at the Global EHS Meeting

Training for employees

Material used in the meeting
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Compliance initiatives

We consider compliance as a cornerstone of our corporate activities. Compliance includes not only legal 
compliance but also promises with customers and social rules and norms. 
As a company that operates on a global scale, we aim to promote a global standard of compliance 
(friendly to people and the environment) while also giving due consideration to customs and practices in 
each country and region where our affiliates are located.

■ Compliance promotion framework
To strengthen compliance across our 
Group, the Compliance Committee 
appo in ts  compl iance  commi t tee  
membe r s  to  Fu j i ku ra  Kase i  and  
compliance promotion officers to major 
subsidiaries. These officers disseminate 
information on legal trends to members 
of their department or Group company, 
a n d  h o l d  s t u d y  wo r k s h op s  f o r  
employees.
We also have a Compliance Hotline 
(whistleblowing system) in place, so 
t ha t  emp loyees  who  d i s cove r  a  
wrongdoing or business activity that 
might  be in  v io la t ion o f  a  law or  
regu lat ion cou ld  report  i t  to  the 
Compliance Committee Secretariat or 
the company attorney's office without 
suffering any disadvantage whatsoever.

Compliance Committee

■ Structure and role of the Compliance Committee

■ Establishment of a compliance framework

Compliance

Compliance
Materiality

The Compliance Committee assessed the difference between 
the level of compliance sought by society and the Group’s 
actual status of compliance via a customer questionnaire, and it 
then created a check sheet based on categories specified by the 

Responsible Business Alliance (RBA), Japan Electronics and 
Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA), and 
Japan Auto Parts Industries Association (JAPIA).

As can be seen in the above chart, improvements will be made in the areas of human rights, fair trade and ethics, and information 
security in response to the level of compliance sought by society. 

Category

Human
rights

Requirements

• No forced labor
• No child labor, consideration for
 young workers 
• Consideration of working hours
etc.

Labor Standards 
Act, etc.

Safety
and
health

• Workers’ safety
• Emergency preparation
• Work-related accidents and 
　illnesses
etc. 

Industrial Safety and 
Health Act, etc.

Law concerning Pollutant 
Release and Transfer 
Register (PRTR), Act on the 
Regulation of Manufacture 
and Evaluation of Chemical 
Substances, Air Pollution 
Control Act, etc.

• Responses are made based 
　on an occupational safety 
　and health management 
　system.

• Requirements are stipulated 
　in part in company regulations, 
　labor agreements, etc., but are 
　obscure.

Environment

• Environmental permits and 
　reports
• Reduction of energy 
　consumption and GHG emissions
etc.

• Responses are made based 
　on an environmental 
　management system.

Fair trade
and
ethics 

• Corruption prevention
• No inappropriate giving and 
　receiving of benefits
• Proper information disclosure
• Export control
etc.

Unfair Competition 
Prevention Act, 
Companies Act, 
Financial Instruments 
and Exchange Act, 
Foreign Exchange and 
Foreign Trade Act, etc. 

• With the exclusion of export 
　control, requirements are 
　stipulated in part in company 
　regulations, etc., but are 
　obscure.

Quality
and
safety

• Product safety assurance
• Quality management
etc. 

Toxic Substances 
Control Act (TSCA), 
Product Liability Act, 
etc. 

• Responses are made 
　based on a quality 
　management system.

Information
security

• Protection against computer 
　network threats 
• Prevention of personal 
　information leakage
etc.

Basic Act on 
Cybersecurity, Act on 
the Protection of 
Personal Information, 
etc.

• Rules exist but are 
　inadequate.

Major relevant laws/
regulations

Group’s status of compliance and 
judgment regarding future actions

●Assessment of the present status of compliance using a compliance check sheet

→Need improvement 

Report of compliance activities

→Need improvement 

→Need improvement

Compliance framework
Fujikura Kasei 

Board of Directors, 
Audit and Supervisory Committee

Compliance Committee
 (secretariat) 

Compliance promotion officers
in each Group company

Outside the Fujikura Kasei 
Group (external reporting)

Company attorney’s office

Hotline

Compliance
committee members

Department managers

Department employees

Department managers

Department employees

: Education, management

: Reporting, consultation

Cooperation
Fujikura Kasei Group companies

■ Development of a compliance promotion framework  ■ Verification of the status of compliance and sharing information across the company
■ Formulation of improvement plans

Chair: Director and General Manager of Administration Headquarters
Secretariat: Manager of the Administration Department

■ Development of a compliance framework in areas where the framework is delayedSubcommittees

Committee members ■ Support of committee operations
 Manager of the CSR Promotion Office

■ Dissemination of decisions 
 by the committee
■ Verification of compliance and 
 reporting to the committee
・ Manager of the Sano 
 Administration Dept. at Sano Plant
・ Manager of the Technical 
 Management Dept. at R&D Center

Compliance promotion officers
(affiliates in Japan)

Committee members
(offices)

Committee members
(administrative and 
indirect departments)

■ Development of a compliance 
 framework in their respective 
 department
■ Verification of the status of 
 compliance and reporting to 
 the committee
・ Manager of the Administration 
 Dept.

・ Manager of the Quality 
 Assurance Dept.

・ Manager of the Corporate 
 Auditing Office

・ Manager of the Environment 
 and Safety Dept.
・ Manager of the Export 
 Administration Office

・ Manager of the Accounting Dept.
・ Manager of the Purchasing Dept.
・ Manager of the Systems Section in 
 the Information System Dept.

■ Reporting the status of legal 
 compliance of each system to
 the committee

Committee members
(management systems)

■ Internal dissemination of 
 decisions by the committee
■ Reporting the status of 
 compliance in each 
 company to the committee
・ Fujichemi Tokyo Co., Ltd.
・ Fujichemi Kinki Co., Ltd.
・ Fuji Chemical Co., Ltd.
・ Tohkoh Jushi Co., Ltd.
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Tohkoh Jushi has recently signed an advisory contract with a 
lawyer in response to the changes taking place in today’s 
business environment. Considering its size, the company has 
hitherto sought the services of a lawyer on an as-needed 
basis without entering into an advisory contract with any 
specific law firm or lawyer. 
However, it now receives the lawyer’s support in preparing 
basic transaction agreements (Japan, U.S., China, South 
Ko rea ) ,  pe r fo rm ing  l ega l  checks  o f  ag reements ,  
implementing training programs on harassment prevention 
and the draft ing of agreements, establ ishing usage 
regulations for its online store, and consulting about daily 
operations and legal matters. The lawyer also attends 
monthly business conferences and advises on compliance 
issues as necessary. 

１．Scope of application 
This policy applies to Fujikura Kasei as a corporate entity and to all board members and employees of the company.
We also request all our business partners involved in our products and services to make the best effort to respect human rights.

1) We will not engage in forced labor, nor will we impose unreasonable constraints on working conditions. 
2) We will not employ children (under the age of 15). Our criteria for working age will be set to a minimum age of 18 as a rule. When we 
employ individuals under the age of 18 in exceptional cases, we will not put them to dangerous or hazardous tasks.

3) We will give due consideration to the health and safety of our employees and manage working hours and personnel affairs in compliance 
with relevant laws.

4) We will pay appropriate wages and allowances in compliance with relevant laws, and will not make unreasonable reductions to payments 
that could jeopardize the livelihoods of our employees.

5) No inhuman treatment of workers will be allowed, such as physical or emotional oppression or verbal discrimination, including acts of 
harassment.

6) We will tolerate no form of discrimination whatsoever (race, gender, physical features, religion, etc.).
7) We will respect labor unions and workers’ collective bargaining rights.
8) We will install sanitary facilities and provide welfare facilities and a dorm/company housing program to protect our employees’ health.
9) We will strive to establish good communication with our employees and create opportunities for dialogue.
10)We will respect our employees’ basic human rights associated with all of the above. 

■ Activities for raising awareness of compliance
In fiscal  2021, compl iance tra in ing programs were 
individually implemented in Japan at Fujichemi Tokyo, 
Fujichemi Kinki, Fuji Chemical and overseas at Fujikura 
Kasei Indonesia, Fujikura Kasei Malaysia, Shanghai Fujikura 
Kasei Coating, and Fujikura Kasei Coating (Tianjin).
Additionally, at Red Spot Paint & Varnish and Fujichem 
Sonneborn, which lead our company’s compliance 
promotion activities, audits have been held to verify their 
status of compliance. 

As described above, our Group companies have thus far 
engaged in activities to promote compliance awareness by 
holding training programs based on laws and regulations in 
their country in addition to company-specific rules. In fiscal 
2022, we will select common issues as a global company 

and aim to ensure even stronger compliance by creating 
guideline documents, promoting dissemination activities in 
each company, and seeking corrective action, as necessary, 
after relevant activities are implemented.

■ Remaining issues

An administrative department assumes responsibility for 
addressing human rights, given the nature of the issue, but 
with regard to fair trade, ethics, and information security, 
a  subcommit tee for  each was organ ized under  the 
Compl iance  Commit tee ,  as  there  were  no  spec ific  
departments in charge of these issues. The subcommittees are 
company-wide organizat ions composed of members 

representing management departments and business divisions 
in each site, with the chairman of the Compliance Committee 
(D i rec to r  and  Genera l  Manager  o f  Admin i s t ra t ion  
Headquarters) concurrently acting as the leader.
To enhance our responses, the subcommittees have created 
po l ic ies  that  c la r i f y  the  company’s in tent ions  and 
commitment. These policies are as provided below.

With regard to “fair trade and ethics” and “information 
security,” we will disseminate a proper understanding by 
providing employee education based on educational 
materials that detail our specific approaches to each policy.

To promote information security, we have also created a list 
of information assets that must be managed by the 
organization and by individual employees. Our improved 
framework is shown below. 

Human rights
• Policies

Fair trade
• Policies, educational 
 materials

• Policies, educational 
 materials
• List of information 
 assets

Information security

Business conference held with the attendance of a lawyer

Example record of implementation of 
compliance training 
(Fujikura Kasei Indonesia)

■ Establishment of subcommittees

■ Strengthening our compliance framework

２．Prohibited matters and considerations

【Human rights policy】 

Based on an awareness of the importance of our social 
responsibility regarding our information assets, which includes 
customer information and employee personal information, we 

will endeavor to ensure their proper management within our 
daily operations in line with the information security policy 
shown below.

We, as Fujikura Kasei, engage in our businesses while paying 
due respect for the dignity and thoughts of each individual 
based on the management principle of “Taking on challenges 
and working together̶Providing the value our customers 

need.” Additionally, as a good corporate citizen, we will 
address human rights issues in cooperation with our business 
partners, board members, employees, and all stakeholders 
concerned, with the aim of realizing a sustainable society.

1.  We will disclose the information assets we ought to manage within our business activities and strive to maintain and enhance our 
information security through an effective means for properly protecting our information assets.

2. We will comply with all relevant laws and regulations related to information assets.
3. We will provide education and training on the proper management of information assets so that all our employees, including board 
members, gain an awareness of the importance of information security.

4. In the event an information security accident occurs and affects our customers or other stakeholders, we will promptly report the incident 
to all parties concerned and take the necessary measures.

【Information security policy】 

Our corporate activities are made possible by our firm 
partnership with our business partners. As a member of 
society, we will steadily comply with the following provisions 

and engage in corporate activities with a fair and sincere 
attitude so that we may gain the trust of all our stakeholders.

We will seek our business partners’ understanding and cooperation with this policy and together strive to realize a sustainable 
society as good corporate citizens.

【Fair trade and ethics policy】 

1．Corruption prevention
We will not engage in or be a party to bribery, excessive gifts and business entertainment, threats, or embezzlement, and will comply with this 
policy on a continuous basis.
2．Prohibition of unfair competition
We will neither give nor receive goods or services that have direct or indirect value for the purpose of acquiring new businesses or 
inappropriate advantages.
3．Proper information disclosure
We will provide or disclose accurate information so that our stakeholders can make appropriate judgment about our company, and will not 
make any false report regarding the information we provide/disclose.
4．Respect for intellectual property rights
We will respect not only our own intellectual property rights but also the intellectual property rights of our competitors and business partners.
5．Compliance with laws, regulations, and social norms
We will comply with all laws, regulations, and social norms concerning fair competition and fair trade as we pursue fair business practices, 
and will not engage in cartels or other such restrictive agreements, unfair transactions, or misleading representations. We will neither make 
contact with anti-social forces nor slander, defame, or infringe on the rights of others.
6．Protection of whistleblowers
We will protect the confidentiality of the information we obtain via internal reports of wrongdoings and the anonymity of whistleblowers, and 
will eliminate any retribution against whistleblowers.
7．Responsible procurement of minerals
We will properly judge and address the use of conflict minerals in our products in line with our quality management system and chemical 
substance management system.

Compliance

Compliance
Materiality
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We will newly introduce the concept of “corporate disaster 
prevention” by reconsidering the conventional definition of 
BCP (business continuity plan), which broadly included 
“disaster prevention plans” that defined initial responses in the 
event of a disaster or accident and subsequent “early recovery 
plans.”

Corporate disaster prevention can be understood as the 
combination of disaster prevention plans and BCPs, with BCPs 
placing weight on initiatives for the early recovery of business 
activities.
In fiscal 2021, we reviewed our disaster prevention plans in 
conjunction with occupational health and safety issues.

At Fujikura Kasei, we strive to ensure sound and smooth business operations by developing 
a management framework for preventing risks related to business as a whole and defining 
methods for responding to risks should they occur.

■ Basic concept of risk response We have laid out a clear process of risk management in preparation against 
unexpected situations, such as by extracting business-related risks. By defining proper 
measures in response to each risk, we aim to build a strong corporate culture.

■ Introducing the concept of corporate disaster prevention

■ Disaster prevention plans

Risk response pattern at the “Do” stage

(1)Prevention
 Take measures to lower risk probability (e.g., activities 
for preventing man-made disasters)

(2)Mitigation
 Take measures to minimize impacts should a risk occur 
(e.g., response to natural disasters, etc.)

(3)Transfer
 Take measures to transfer the impacts to a third party 
should a risk occur (e.g., enroll in an insurance plan, etc.) 

(4)Acceptance
 Accept the occurrence of the risk and do nothing

Typhoon emergency drill

Risk Management

Risk Management
MaterialityMaterialityMateriality

Corporate disaster prevention

Emergency drills
Natural disasters come in various forms. In Japan, emergency drills are commonly 
held in preparation against earthquakes, in particular, but in Foshan, China, where 
Fujikura Kasei (Foshan) Coating is located, natural disasters caused by typhoons 
comprise the greatest risk.
Employees of Fujikura Kasei (Foshan) Coating participated in a typhoon emergency 
drill held in March 2021 by the Shunde District Emergency Management Bureau 
and learned about proper responses to potential disasters.

● Case examples of corporate disaster prevention activities

Plant designed to ensure prompt 
fire-fighting activities
At Fujikura Kasei Vietnam, a new company building was 
constructed with emergency entrance symbols affixed to 
the windows to ensure prompt fire-fighting activities in 
the event of a fire.

Safety confirmation
When a disaster occurs, employee safety takes priority 
above all else. Therefore, their safety is confirmed, such 
as by a roll call after they have all secured their safety. 
However, many employees of sales departments, for 
example, work away from their office. Therefore, Fujikura 
Kasei, Fujichemi Tokyo, and Fujichemi Kinki have 
introduced a safety confirmation system. 

Symbol from inside 
the building

Symbol from outside 
the building

At Fujikura Kasei, we have created a framework that 
enables us to respond to accidents and risks of information 
leaks caused by cyber-attacks. Under this framework, we 
have formulated information security policies, created 

education documents, and compiled records of information 
assets that must be managed, including client information 
and employee personal information.

■ Information security measures
Information security

Separated storage of color sample panels
Color matching formulation is important for paint production. As a measure to prevent any leakage of this important 
information, Fujikura Kasei Malaysia stores its color matching formulation and color sample panels in separate places.

● Case example of an information security measure

■ Business continuity plans (BCP)

Selection of sub-suppliers
Any delays in product supplies in the event of a disaster or other such circumstance will disrupt the economic activities 
of customers and business partners in the supply chain. Therefore, most companies endeavor to maintain a steady 
supply of products by formulating a BCP or BCM. At Fujikura Kasei Indonesia, efforts are being made to ensure a steady 
supply of products even if its suppliers become unable to deliver raw materials due to a disaster, by selecting 
sub-suppliers since it also allows us to have the stock of raw materials at more than one location as a result.

● Case example of a BCP activity

Fujichem Sonneborn conducted a thorough review of its 
business continuity plan (BCP) in reaction to the COVID-19 
pandemic. It aimed to strengthen its BCP to prepare against 
unforeseen situations that are likely to occur in the future 
and secure business continuity and employee safety. Its new 
BCP basically provides specific guidance on actions, team 
responsibilities, contact routes, and other such matters that 

need to be established when a threat is confirmed. To 
complement the plan, scenario-based drills will be held to 
identify and strengthen any weaknesses.
Red Spot Paint & Varnish has also established a risk 
management framework and is striving to create a strong 
post-disaster recovery program as part of the framework. 

Preventing the occurrence of serious 
risks and minimizing the impact of 
se r ious  r i sks  on  our  bus iness  
activities in the event they occur, are 
priority management issues at our 
company. We are thus working to 
d e v e l op  a  r i s k  mana gemen t  
framework that would minimize 
stakeholder impact as much as 
possible, and establishing measures 
in response to each type of risk.

1. Extract risks related to the
 company

2. Estimate (assess) the seriousness 
 of the extracted risks

4. Devise measures against 
 each risk

3. Prioritize the actions to take 
 according to the seriousness 
 of each risk

A（Act）

P（Plan）

D（Do）

C（Check）

7. Conduct a review of the 
 measures

5. Implement the relevant
 measures

6. Evaluate the measures
 that have been taken

Our concept of risk management

Type of risk Management framework Chief department in charge

Environment

Occupational safety and health

Quality

Accounting

Other (before occurrence)

Other (after occurrence)

Environmental management system

Quality management system

Calculated control

Comprehensive risk management

Comprehensive responses

Occupational safety and health management system

Environment & Safety Dept.

Environment & Safety Dept.

Quality Assurance Dept.

Accounting Dept.

Compliance Committee
Emergency Response 

Headquarters (headed by President)

Corresponding
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■ Quality improvement activities
We actively implement quality improvement activities 
s e l e c t ed  f r om  among  t ho s e  p r opo sed  u nde r  a  
company-wide system that encourages improvement 
proposals.
In fiscal 2021, two quality improvement activities received 

the Award for Outstanding Quality Improvement Activity. 
They effectively reduced the risks of quality problems from 
product designs and manufacturing process designs, and 
contributed to increasing customer satisfaction and 
productivity.

■ Establishment of a system for using up architectural coatings
Fujichemi Tokyo engages in the sales and construction management of architectural 
coatings. It is endeavoring to strengthen its quality assurance system by issuing a 
standards book on “safety” and “quality” standards among other elements and 
standardizing its education and training programs for employees and designated 
construction companies.
Coatings are applied to buildings not only to enhance their appearance (color and 
patterns) but also to protect wall materials from rain, wind, UV, etc. However, to reach 
the original appearance for paints and performance of paint film (and ensure their 
quality), they need to be applied at specified film thickness.
The management of architectural coatings is normally entrusted to a designated 
construction company, but quality assurance has not always been adequate, because it is 
difficult to objectively verify whether or not coatings have been applied at their specific 
film thickness.
To address this problem, Fujichemi Tokyo established a system for using up architectural 
coatings (Standards Book No. 17) so all designated construction companies can apply 
coatings as specified and verify their film thickness.
By thoroughly disseminating the standards book to all employees and designated 
construction companies and guaranteeing unified quality, Fujichemi Tokyo has realized a 
system of assuring high-quality coating performances.

Our products are purchased by corporate customers as industry goods. To convince our customers 
that purchasing Fujikura Kasei's products leads to guaranteed assurance, we engage in quality 
assurance activities with the aim not only to improve the quality of our products but also to enhance 
the quality of our work.

We produce our products always from the standpoint of our customers and engage in company-wide quality assurance activities. 

Our basic concept of quality assurance

Quality assurance framework

ISO9001

Management system

● Quality management system certification status

Scope of applicationYear of
certification

ISO13485
International standard specifically 
for the medical device industry

IATF16949
International standard specially
for the automotive industry

〈 Medical Material Dept. 〉
Design and manufacture of in-vitro diagnostic reagents for measuring of proteins,
enzymes, lipids/lipoproteins, carbohydrates, hormones, therapeutic drugs.

〈 Whole company 〉
Design, development, production and sales of coatings conductive paste, and chemical products 
(except for in vitro diagnostic and all productshandled in Medical Material Department).

〈 Electronics Materials Division 〉
Design and manufacture of conductive and insulation pastes.

*1 Japan Management Association Quality Assurance Registration Center (JMAQA)　*2 SGS Japan Inc.　*3 LRQA Limited

1999*1

2007*2

2019*3

ISO9001 certification status of Group companies
in Japan and overseas that have production sites

■ Quality management system certification

■ Quality maintenance activities of the 
 Fujikura Kasei Group
To raise the quality of the entire Group, we are encouraging 
our Group companies both in Japan and overseas to acquire 
ISO9001 certification, and are implementing quality 
maintenance activities. Among our 14 Group companies*⁵ in 
Japan and overseas, twelve (86%) have acquired ISO9001 
certification to date. Although we were unable to make local 
visits to Group companies in fiscal 2021 as in the previous 
year, we endeavored to mutually maintain the quality of our 
Group by exchanging views via web conferences.
*5 Companies that have production sites, including Fujikura Kasei

Quality Assurance

Producing Products from 
our Customers’ Standpoint

Quality assurance activities

To meet customer expectations, we have acquired and 
maintained ISO9001 certification for our quality management 
system, and endeavor not only to guarantee product quality 
but also to enhance work quality. Some business departments 

have already acquired and maintain sector-specific quality 
management system certification (ISO13485, IATF16949) to 
respond to increasingly sophisticated customer demands.

■ Quality assurance framework
To maintain product quality (including the management of 
chemicals in products*⁴), we have a quality assurance 
framework in place for all processes from the planning, design, 
manufacture and shipment of products to their use by 
customers.
In the event of a quality flaw or customer complaint, our 
business divisions and production departments work as one 
to invest igate the cause and take act ion to prevent 
recurrence.
To guarantee quality always from the standpoint of customers, 
the Quality Assurance Department exists as a separate 
department independent of other business divisions and the 
production department and reports directly to the president.
Additionally, we have established a Quality Assurance 
Promotion Meeting composed of members from each division 
and department to pursue activities such as for maintaining 
and improving our company-wide management system and 
proposing solutions to quality-related issues.
From fiscal 2018, the Quality Assurance Department has 
taken the initiative in promoting and supporting the early 
implementation of a design review with the objective of 
preventing customer complaints. With regard to complaints 
that have been received from customers, however, efforts are 

being made to prevent similar complaints by strengthening the 
review and follow-up of measures.

To enhance the quality of our annual internal audits, we engage in 
various initiatives to extract meaningful recommendations that lead to 
operational improvement.
As part of these initiatives, we invited an external lecturer to hold an 
auditor capacity-building workshop at R&D Center (attended by 37 
participants, including online participants from other business sites). The 
lecturer’s professional perspective benefitted the workshop 
participants, such that they were able to make double the number of 
meaningful recommendations in this fiscal year’s internal audit 
compared to the previous year. Operational improvements were made 
based on these recommendations.

Internal auditor workshop by inviting an external lecturer

TO P I C S

Conducting a mock audit in the internal auditor workshop

a)  Specify coating specifications and tools (rollers, guns, compressors) to each housing 
 manufacturer
b) Calculate the required number of cans from the coating area and prescribed coating 
 thickness, and deliver only the required number of cans to the client

a)  The construction company uses up all cans of coating that have been delivered
b) Take a photo of the coating cans before and after their application and verify that they have 
 been used up
c) Prepare a note of confirmation and keep it in safekeeping (guarantee of high-quality coating 
 performance)

● Overview of the system

(1) To apply coatings at the 
 specified thickness

(2) Verify that the coating has 
 been used up
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*4 Details on the management of chemical substances contained in products are provided in 
the section on chemical substance management on pages 33-34. 
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Due to COVID-19, blood for use in surgery is in shortage 
throughout the world as in Japan.
In response to this situation, our R&D Center has received a 
mobile blood bank from the Japanese Red Cross Society 
three times a year, as mentioned in the 2020 CSR Report, 
and continues the activity today.

Among our Group companies, employees of Fujikura Kasei 
Thailand participated in a blood drive sponsored by the 
Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand in September 2021. 
Blood collected via this event has been donated to the Thai 
Red Cross Society to help save people’s lives.Fujikura Kasei and its Group companies engage in social contribution activities that conform to the 

characteristics of the region where they are located. 
Some of the major activities in fiscal 2021 are introduced below. 

Contribution to Local Communities

Contribution to Local Communities

Support activities for flood victims

Flooding in Taman Sri Muda Basic necessities and food assembled to 
support flood disaster victims

Support activities for flood disaster victims

Cooperation in an audit demo video produced by the Chinese Ministry of Environmental Protection

On December 18, 2021, Selangor State in Malaysia faced one 
of the worst flood damages in the past half-century. Many 
people lost their homes or suffered damage to their private 
properties including their cars and homes.
The residential district in Taman Sri Muda suffered the most 
damage, with close to 9,000 houses affected by the flood that 
brought devastation worth some 20,000 ringgits (approx. 
600,000 yen) per household. As the town is located a mere 
7km from Fujikura Kasei Malaysia, the company decided to 
provide relief to flood victims in Taman Sri Muda.
First, donations were solicited from employees unaffected by 

the flood, and the offer was put forward to the village chief of 
Taman Sri Muda. Thanks to his cooperation, Fujikura Kasei 
Malaysia’s support activities proceeded smoothly, and daily 
necessities, food, and cash were provided to approximately 
30 households. This might seem like an extremely small 
number of beneficiaries when considering the total number of 
affected households, but we believe the company provided 
the greatest possible support for a company of its size. 
Continued support will be extended to the victims of the flood 
so they may return to their ordinary peaceful life as quickly as 
possible.

In Foshan City, a video shooting competition was launched 
inviting district environmental bureaus to shoot a video 
showing whether inspections and audits are performed 
appropriately and how they are performed, with regard to 
environmental responses and the management system of 
manufacturing companies that handle hazardous items. 
The environmental bureau in Shunde District, where Fujikura 
Kasei (Foshan) Coating is located, chose Fujikura Kasei 
(Foshan) Coating as its subject for its size, management 
status, cleanliness, and other such aspects. A number of 

cameramen accompanied by officers of the bureau visited the 
company and took video shootings of audit scenes, including 
staff responses to suggestions that are made on a daily basis.
The video (and contest) is intended to be used as part of the 
campaign to prevent plant disasters in Foshan district 
companies that manufacture hazardous chemicals. For 
example, it will be used in part in workshops for companies 
seeking to acquire a management permit for hazardous 
chemicals or a safe production permit. 

Blood donation activities

In fiscal 2021, local contribution activities consisted mostly of ordinary donation activities due to COVID-19 restrictions, as in 
fiscal 2020. Even amid these restrictions, however, Red Spot Paint & Varnish in America actively engaged in donations activities 
as shown below.

Donation activities

Employees of Fujikura Kasei Thailand 
waiting their turn to donate blood

Christmas presents delivered to local families in need Some of the organizations to which donations were made

Blood drive

Donated an hour’s worth of wages every month to United Way (welfare council).
A total of 81 employees donated a total of 25,647 dollars (approx. 3.33 million yen).

Donated canned goods and cash to a local community event. 
The cash was given to people in need to cover their food expenses. 

Delivered Christmas presents to local families in need (three families). 

Donated a total of 57,750 dollars (approx. 7.5 million yen) to organizations 
other than the above. 

Provided financial assistance to Barnardo’s, Dove Hospice, and Ashgate Hospice.

Made a donation to Fujikura Gakuen
 (support facility for people with intellectual disabilities). 

Made donations to the Red Feather Community Chest and 
Japanese Red Cross Society.

Donated a stockpile of emergency supplies to the Hasuda City welfare council.

Red Spot Paint & Varnish (U.S.A.) 

Red Spot Paint & Varnish (U.S.A.) 

Red Spot Paint & Varnish (U.S.A.) 

Fujichem Sonneborn (U.K.)

Red Spot Paint & Varnish (U.S.A.) 

Fujikura Kasei

Fujikura Kasei Head Office

Fujikura Kasei R&D Center
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Disclosure of basic policies regarding human capital, 
intellectual properties, and the business portfolio 

Examined in the 11th medium-term management 
plan and slated to be disclosed Supplementary principle 4-2-2

Introduction of LTI and company stock remuneration Examined by the nomination and remuneration 
committee Supplementary principle 4-2-1

Disclosure of basic policies and the status of review 
of the business portfolio

Examined in the 11th medium-term management 
plan and slated to be disclosed Supplementary principle 5-2-1

Formulation and disclosure of a succession plan 
Examined by the nomination and remuneration 
committee Supplementary principle 4-1-3

(1) Reduction of cross-shareholdings
To strengthen our relationship with our business partners, 
we hold listed stocks in the form of cross-shareholdings at 
times, upon comprehensively considering medium to 
long-term economic rationality and future prospects. We 
review the shares we hold every year in terms of whether 
our reason for owning them is appropriate, whether their 
benefits and risks measure up to their capital cost, and other 
such factors by taking into account changes in our business 
environment. When certain shares are deemed no longer 
worth holding, we actively sell them to reduce our number 
of cross-shareholdings. In fiscal 2021, we sold our share of 
four stock names that we held.

(2) Establishment of a nomination and remuneration 
committee

We have established a nomination and remuneration 
committee as mentioned on page 45.

(3) Introduction of a performance-based remuneration 
system

At the board of directors’ meeting held on March 30, 2022, 
we revised our policy for determining the remuneration of 
individual directors. At the same time, we passed a 
resolution to introduce a performance-based remuneration 
system. The changes will be applied beginning with the 
remuneration for executive directors elected in the June 
2022 ordinary general meeting of shareholders. 

Corporate Governance

Corporate Governance
In the investment field, the term ESG is commonly used as a collective concept, but we regard E 
(environment) and S (society) as being on an equal level and G (governance) as the foundation upon 
which E and S activities are implemented. We are committed to developing an even stronger 
governance framework, to engage in activities as one with the aim of promoting co-existence and 
co-prosperity between all employees and society and achieving sustainable growth. 

Our basic concept of corporate governance

Initiatives taken in FY2021

Our corporate control framework

We regard corporate governance as a priority management 
issue, and engage in various policies to increase business 
efficiency, promote prompt decision-making, and strengthen 
the supervisory function of management. We will also act on 

our basic internal control policy to balance efficiency and 
control toward increasing corporate value and to aim to 
create internal controls appropriate to our company. 

1. The remuneration of Fujikura Kasei executive directors 
(hereinafter, directors’ remuneration) shall be based on a 
system that functions as an incentive for each executive 
director to fulfill their duties based on the company’s 
management philosophy and strive toward a sustainable 
enhancement of corporate value.

2. To ensure greater objectivity and transparency of the 
process for determining directors’ remuneration, a 
nomination and remuneration committee shall be 
established as advisory body to the board of directors. 
More than half the members of the committee shall be 
independent outside directors.

3. Directors’ remuneration shall comprise an appropriate 
balance of fixed remuneration and performance-based 
remuneration to ensure amounts that correspond to each 
executive director’s position, responsibility, achievements, 
etc.

4. The fixed remuneration shall be a monetary remuneration 
paid monthly .  The nominat ion and remunerat ion 
committee shal l  d iscuss the payment amount in  
consideration of each executive director’s position, 
responsibility, etc. and recommend the determined 
amount to the board of directors.

5. The performance-based remuneration shall be a monetary 
remuneration paid once yearly. The nomination and 
remuneration committee shall discuss the rate of 
achievement of the consolidated operating profit target 
for each accounting year, the validity of its ratio in 
reference to the fixed remuneration, etc. and recommend 
the determined amount to the board of directors.

6. The remuneration for individual executive directors shall 
be determined by the president who has been entrusted 
with this matter from the board of directors, within the 
amount approved by the general meeting of shareholders. 
The president shall respect the recommendation by the 
nominat ion  and remunerat ion  commit tee  when 
determining remuneration amounts for individual 
executive directors.

7. The remuneration for outside directors (excluding 
directors who are members of the audit and supervisory 
committee) shall consist of a fixed remuneration only. 

8. The remuneration for directors who are members of the 
audit and supervisory committee shall be determined by a 
conference of the audit and supervisory committee, within 
the amount approved by the general  meet ing of  
shareholders.

Policy for determining the remuneration of individual directors

Directors

Status of responses to the corporate governance code (explanatory items) Director of R&D Center, General Manager of the Polymers & Resins Div., Medical Materials Dept., Quality 
Assurance Dept., CSR
General Manager of the Architectural Coatings Div., affiliated companies (three sales companies of 
architectural coatings)

Director of Sano Plant, Environment and Safety Dept., Export Administration Office

General Manager of the Electronic Materials Div., affiliated companies (synthetic resins)

General Manager of the Coatings for Plastics Div., affiliated companies (overseas) 

General Manager of Administration Headquarters, Corporate Auditing Office, affiliated companies (Japan) 

Outside director

Outside director

Audit and supervisory committee member

Outside audit and supervisory committee member

Outside audit and supervisory committee member

Senior Vice President

Senior Vice President

Executive Director

Executive Director

Executive Director

President

Executive Director

Executive Director

Executive Director

Executive Director

Executive Director

Executive Director

Post Role and responsibility

(1) Board of Directors
Our Board of Directors is composed of 7 directors, 2 outside 
directors and 3 directors who are Audit and Supervisory 
Committee members. As decision-making bodies, the Board of 
Directors and the Executive Committee discuss, deliberate, 
and decide on company-wide management issues.
Additionally, a business executive meeting composed of 
directors and department managers is held regularly every 
month to promote effective business management. 

(2) Audit and Supervisory Committee
Pursuant to the Companies Act, we have installed an Audit and 
Supervisory Committee. It is composed of three Audit and 
Supervisory Committee members, including two outside 
directors.

(3) Nomination and Remuneration Committee
The Meeting of the Board of Directors held on March 30, 
2022 passed a resolution to install a Nomination and 

Remuneration Committee as an arbitrary advisory body to the 
Board of Directors. The committee, composed of three 
members that include one inside director and two outside 
directors, is responsible for the selection of directors and 
representative directors, the deliberation of original proposals 
regarding the remuneration of board members, and other such 
matters.
R e commenda t i o n s  made  b y  t h e  Nom ina t i o n  and  
Remuneration Committee are given due respect by the 
Meeting of the Board of Directors when it decides on 
candidate directors.
Because having the deliberation of committee from a majorty 
of outside directors enhances the objectivity and transparency 
in the process of the selection, nomination and remuneration 
of candidate directors (excluding audit members).

*The three members of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee are the 
president (chairman), Mr. Tanaka, Executive Director, and Mr. Watanabe, Audit and 
Supervisory Committee Member. 

Item Description Response

Disclosure of information related to sustainability (human 
capital, investment in intellectual properties, TCFD) 

Examined in the 11th medium-term management 
plan and slated to be disclosedSupplementary principle 3-1-3

Daisuke Kato

Hiroaki Watanabe

Hisashi Kajiwara

Masahiro Takano

Satoshi Watanabe

Hitoshi Kawaguchi

Susumu Kurihara

Osamu Tanaka

Yoichi Nagahama

Yoshizo Shimoda 

Takashi Watanabe

Mitsuyoshi Naka
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Overview of the Fujikura Kasei Group

Business overview

Our business areas have widely expanded from the original coatings 
and resin materials businesses the company has engaged in since its 
founding, to now include the in-vitro diagnostic pharmaceutical 
products business.
The Coatings for Plastics Business is centered on coatings for plastic 
materials as its main products, and responds to needs in a wide 
range of business areas that include automotive parts, home 
appliances, cosmetic containers, agricultural materials, and hobby 
supplies.
The Architectural Coatings Business mainly handles paints for 
residential exterior walls, and undertakes exterior wall painting 
works in an integrated fashion, from the painting of newly built 
residential homes to re-painting (renovation) works. 
The Electronics Materials Business provides a wide lineup of the 
Dotite® brand of electroconductive resin materials such as pastes, 
adhesives, and shields to the electric and electronic equipment 
sectors.
The Functional Polymers/Polymers & Resins Business handles resin 
materials, and has a share in numerous markets, including the 
markets for adhesives, resins for printer toners, molding materials, 
stationary materials, electronic component materials, medical 
materials.
The Synthetic Resins Business, run by a subsidiary of our company, 
engages in the sale of raw synthetic resin materials and processed 
synthetic resin products. 

Profile

Consolidated sales by region

Financial highlights

■Founding
　September 22, 1938 (Fujikura Kasei Co., Ltd.)

■No. of employees (as of March 31, 2022) 
　1,269 (442 in Fujikura Kasei alone)

・Capital: 5.352 billion yen
・No. of issued shares: 32,716,878 
・No. of shareholders: 3,497
 (excl. shareholders owning shares of less than one unit)
・Major shareholder: Fujikura, Ltd.

■Capital related information (as of March 31, 2022)

■Consolidated financial information (for the term ended March 2022)

■Consolidated R&D related information (for the term ended March 2022) 

・Total assets: 52.763 billion yen
・Net assets: 38.52 billion yen
・Capital ratio: 67.8%
・Book value per share: 1,124 yen

・R&D expenses: 2.584 billion yen
・Percentage of sales: 5.4%

(Unit: 100 million yen)
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Japan
27.66 billion yen

Other
(Europe, etc.) 
3.6 billion
yen North America

9.58 billion yen
(5.63 billion yen 
in U.S.A. alone)

Asia
7.38 billion yen
(3.09 billion yen 
in China alone)

Asia
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Other
(Europe, etc.)
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North America
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Japan
27.66 billion yen
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Consolidated 
sales by region

Total
48.21 billion yen
(April 1, 2021 ‒ 
March 31, 2022)
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TEL. 81-480-57-1155
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[Head Office]
6-15, Shibakoen 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105-0011
Sales TEL. 81-3-3436-1100
Administration TEL. 81-3-3436-1101　

[R&D Center]
13-1, Sakurada 5-chome, Kuki-shi, Saitama, 
340-0203
TEL. 81-480-57-1155

[Kuki Logistics Center]
1205, Takayanagi, Kuki-shi, Saitama
349-1125
TEL. 81-480-48-5421

[Sano Plant]
Sakaecho 12-1, Sano-shi, Tochigi
327-0816
Office: TEL. 81-283-23-1881
Distribution Center: TEL. 81-283-21-0680

[Nagoya Branch]
Sanbanwarinaka 3-banchi, Nawa-machi, Tokai-shi, Aichi
476-0002
TEL. 81-52-601-0551

Fujikura Kasei Group
<Japan>

▲ Fujichemi Tokyo Co., Ltd. 
▲ Fujichemi Kinki Co., Ltd. 

▲ Fuji Chemical Co., Ltd.

▲ Tohkoh Jushi Co., Ltd. 
<Overseas>

▲ Red Spot Paint & Varnish Co., Inc. 

▲ Fujichem Sonneborn Ltd.

▲ Fujikura Kasei Coating (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

▲ Fujikura Kasei (Foshan) Coating Co., Ltd.

▲ Shanghai Fujikura Kasei Coating Co., Ltd. 

▲ Fujikura Kasei (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

▲ PT. Fujikura Kasei Indonesia

▲ Fujikura Kasei Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

▲ Fujikura Kasei Vietnam Co., Ltd.

▲ Fujikura Kasei Coating India Private Ltd.

Fujikura Kasei Group

FUJIKURA KASEI GROUP CSR REPORT 2022
Fujikura Kasei Co., Ltd.
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